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I. Abstract 
This thesis project focuses on the creation and usage of external light effects to 

accommodate the needs of competitive gamers. Prior to the creation of these light 

effects, the function of audio in films and games was analyzed by examining the works of 

Michel Chion, who is the leading scholar in studying audio-vision: the relationship 

between the screen and sound. Subsequently, the possible application of these theories 

onto the lighting domain was discussed, showing the similarities and usefulness of these 

two different modalities. 

 

The goal of the thesis project was to improve the gamers’ perceived and objective 

performance in first-person shooter games. A counterbalanced within-group study was 

conducted; each participant played the game Doom 3 for 25 minutes with and without 

light effects. Four functional and informative light effects were created to accommodate 

the in-game content in an attempt to improve their performance. The players were given 

identical instructions on how to play the game. Four Philips Hue Go lights were placed in a 

rectangular shape around the participant with the TV in front. An additional Philips Hue 

LED strip was placed behind the TV.  

 

After each session, a standardized Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) was used to 

collect data on the players’ perceived performance. In-game logs were collected to 

determine how the players fared in combat. A linear checkpoint system was created to 

judge how far the participants progressed.  

 

The GEQ data showed that the light effects improved the players perceived performance. 

However, the results from the in-game logs and player progression are inconclusive and 

not statistically significant. The identified potential reasons were the low sample size 

(n=14), too little practice time, potential differences in player skill and physical light 

positioning.  
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II. Sammanfattning 
Detta examensarbete fokuserar på skapandet och användandet av externa ljuseffekter 

för att ackommodera tävlingsinriktade gamers behov. Inför skapandet av dessa 

ljuseffekter genomfördes en utforskning av ljudets funktion i film och spel genom att 

analysera Michel Chions verk inom audio-vision (eng); det vill säga förhållandet mellan 

bild och ljud. Fortsättningsvis diskuterades huruvida dessa teorier kunde appliceras på 

domänen ljus, genom att visa på användbarheten samt de likheter som dessa två olika 

modaliteter har. 

 

Målet för examensarbetet var att förbättra gamers upplevda och objektiva prestation i 

förstapersonsskjutare (eng: First Person Shooter / FPS). En motviktad användarstudie 

(within-group) genomfördes. Fyra funktionella och informativa ljuseffekter skapades för 

att ackommodera spelets innehåll i ett försök att förbättra spelarnas prestation. Varje 

deltagare spelade FPS-spelet Doom 3 i 25 minuter med och utan ljuseffekter. Spelarna fick 

identiska instruktioner om spelets grunder. Fyra Philips Hue Go-lampor var utplacerade 

rektangulärt runt spelaren med TVn längst fram i mitten. En ytterligare Philips Hue LED 

strip var placerad bakom TVn. 

 

Efter varje session användes ett standardiserat Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) för 

att insamla data av spelarnas upplevda prestation. Data loggades även inifrån spelet för 

att uppmäta hur spelarna presterade i strid. Ett linjärt kontrollstationssystem upprättades 

för att avgöra hur långt in i spelet deltagarna nådde. 

 

Datan från GEQ-enkäterna visade att ljuseffekterna förbättrade spelarnas upplevda 

prestation. Datan från spelloggarna och kontrollstationssystemet gav ett ofullständigt 

resultat och var statistiskt insignifikant. De identifierade potentiella anledningarna var det 

låga antalet deltagare (n=14), för lite övningstid, skillnader i spelarfärdighet och fysisk 

ljuspositionering.   
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V. Glossary 
 

Game Mechanics are the available methods of interaction between the player and the 

game, for example shooting a gun, running or jumping 

Gameplay is the distinct features of a video/computer game; how the game is played, 

what goals the player(s) are aiming towards accomplishing. Game mechanics enable 

gameplay. 

Casual gameplay is when players do not play competitively: winning is not the goal, but 

rather having fun in a casual setting 

Competitive gameplay is when players play to compete, usually against each other 

through multi-player games but also when for example attempting to finish a game as 

fast as possible (“speed running”) and beat records. 

FPS games: First-Person shooter games, where the player uses projectile weapons 

(usually guns) to progress/battle in 3D environments in a first-person perspective. 

Map: The stage or level where a game is played, for example Counter-Strike has several 

maps which teams play against each other on.  

Mini-map: A (small) top-down perspective of a portion of the map, usually centered 

around where the player is located. Usually is in one of the corners of the player’s screen. 

Helps players to see positions of allies, for example. 

Gamer: A person who plays games 

Gamepad: A game controller usually with joysticks, d-pads and buttons.  

MMORPG: Stands for “massively multiplayer online role-playing game” and is just that - 

an online game where gamers play a character in a vast world (usually) involving 

adventure, combat and monsters 

Shot (film context): A segment of uncut film; the continuous flow of uninterrupted 

images filmed in one sequence 

Score music: The music that is played in a movie or game 

Audiovisual: As opposed to only visual (e.g. a painting) or only auditory (e.g. music), 

something audiovisual contains both sound and images, for example film and video 

games. 

Audio-Viewer: Someone experiencing something audiovisual 
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Troland: A unit of conventional retinal illuminance: luminance values scaled by the size of 

the pupil. 

Mesopic light: Level of lighting between photopic light (brighter) and scotopic light 

(darker). 

Foveal View/Vision: The central part of the vision, that permits 100% visual acuity (clarity) 
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1 Introduction  
Key aspects of the thesis are introduced: Audiovisual Media and Performance in Gaming. 

Additionally, the thesis’ research question and objectives are formulated. 

 

1.1 Digital Audiovisual Media 
In this thesis project, (digital) audiovisual media will concern only film and 

(video/computer) games. There are other examples of audiovisual media, for example 

news broadcasts, theater and music videos. However, these shall not be focused on as 

they have a focus or intention which are outside the scope of the thesis subject. It is 

possible that some of the theories presented in this thesis project can be applied upon 

other audiovisual media, but discussion about this will be avoided as it is a seemingly 

separate field of study. 

 

An important similarity between film and games is their focus on the image. As Michel 

Chion writes in Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, a book we shall return to frequently 

throughout the thesis, the main focus of the film has always been the image. The primary 

focus of sound is thus to provide added value to the image (Chion, M. 1994). We find the 

same true for games. There are some game examples where gamers rely on audio to a 

great extent, for example StepMania, Guitar Hero and Rock Band. In these games 

(“Rhythm games”), players are supposed to press keys in synch with music. However, even 

in these games, visual information is important for timing, as the players also get visual 

information about what key to press at what point. 

 

1.1.1 Philips AmbiLight  
Unlike Virtual Reality products which encloses the users in a virtual world to make it more 

immersive, the Philips AmbiLight TV (www.philips.co.uk/c-m-so/televisions/p/ambilight) is 

a series of products which projects the image onto the wall behind the TV, providing a 

greater experience. Additionally, the AmbiLight products have a gaming mode which 

matches the on-screen action to create a better gaming experience.  
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1.1.2 Philips Hue 
Philips Hue is a product series which provides versatile options for lighting. Every Hue 

product, whether it be the Hue White Ambiance bulbs or the Philips Hue Go (fig 1.1.2), is 

connectable through a bridge system by the use of local networking. This way, users can 

interact with their lights to create the experience they are looking for. In addition, Philips 

Hue products are programmable by using the Hue development kit. This makes it is 

possible to create immersive and interactive experiences for different purposes. An 

example of this is reddit user level_80_druid, who tracked his on-screen health bar in the 

2015 Blizzard Entertainment game Heroes of the Storm, and used the Hue Lights to 

visualize his health level in a red-green gradient (Reddit, 2017). 

 

  
Fig 1.1.2 - Philips Hue Go 

 

1.2 Gaming and Performance 
The number of people who are playing games is continuously growing. It is believed that 

there are currently 1.8 billion gamers in the world (Technology@Intel, 2016). Steam, the 

largest distributor of digital PC games has over 10 million unique users during peak time 

every day (Steam, 2016) and additionally over 180 million active users in total (Steamspy, 

2016). As the total number of gamers grow, different groups of gamers in themselves 

become larger. This results in the possibility of targeting specific users or personas which 

are interested in specific games or game interactions.  
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1.2.1 Who Wants to Perform in Games? 
Philips have in an internal study from over 400 users identified five personas that 

represent the general gaming population of the United States. The results show that 

approximately 35-40 per cent of the population can be represented as a persona who is 

interested in performing well in games - both in single and multiplayer games (Aliakseyeu 

et al, 2016). These are divided in two different personas: “Champ” and “Top Performer”. 

The champs mainly play with friends and purchase more games than the Top Performer. 

Top performers are slightly more focused on pure performance aspects and are 

interested in purchasing gaming gear such as high quality mice, headsets and keyboards 

(Aliakseyeu et al, 2016). 

 

1.2.2 Gaming With Sound & Music: Immersion and 
Performance 
Tafalla (2007) Found that males scored approximately double the amounts of points in 

DOOM when playing with the in-game score music. The author connects this to the males’ 

heightened heart rate due to arousal. Female performance was not affected. Tan, S. et al. 

(2012) found that experienced players in The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess played best 

both when using sound effects (which give information/audio cues) and music. 

Conversely, the fastest lap times in the racing game Ridge Racer V were reached when the 

music was turned off (Yamada et al, 2001). 

 

Tan, S. (2014) summarizes the different findings and argues that while informative 

audio-cues help players to perform by for example localizing threats, the immersive 

aspects of (for example) music also play a role in the performance of players. She 

concludes that the players who are truly playing an audiovisual game (as opposed to just 

utilizing visuals) perform the best. 

 

1.3 Objectives and Research Question 
 
1.3.1 Objective 
There are two main objectives of the thesis: 
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● Formulating a base vocabulary for explaining how light can be used in audiovisual 

media: film and games. It will be used in the practical part of the thesis to describe 

and help create a setup that transfers existing in-game information as light.  

● Attempting to improve the performance of gamers with the usage of external 

lighting by supplying them information through the lights.  

 

1.3.2 Research Question 
To what extent, if any, can external lighting be used to improve objective and perceived 

gamer performance in First-Person Shooter games? 

 

1.3.3 Problem Definition 
The thesis is focusing on introducing novel usage of external lighting for digital games in 

an attempt to improve gamer performance. To do this, a vocabulary for explaining 

lighting usage in audiovisual media will be formulated. The vocabulary will be based on 

the audio theories of Michel Chion, who thoroughly explains the different aspects of 

sound in film (Chion, M. 1995). While this indeed is a different subject from lighting for 

games, it will be shown that there are parallels between the use of sound for audiovisual 

media and the usage of lighting for audiovisual media. For example, one can easily 

imagine a parallel between synchronization points in audio (e.g. playing a sound effect 

when someone fires a gun) and doing the same with lighting (e.g. showing a red flash 

from the direction you are being shot from in a first-person shooter game). The aim of the 

vocabulary is to concisely categorize lighting usage for visual media and more specifically, 

games. On this theoretical foundation, the usage of lighting that may provide information 

and enhance player performance will be analyzed, ideally providing detailed insight in the 

subject. 

 

1.3.4 Hypotheses 
The first hypothesis H1 is that player performance in video games can be improved by the 

usage of external lighting. Sub hypotheses are: 

 

● H1a: Players progress further in first-person shooter games when supported by 

external lighting than without, given equal playtime. 
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● H1b: Players perform better in combat in first-person shooter games when 

assisted by external lighting. Factors are weapon accuracy, survivability and 

combat effectiveness 

 

The second hypothesis H2 is that players will perceive a general increase in performance 

when assisted by external lighting.   
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2. Theory 
In the theory section, the theoretical background for the thesis subject is introduced and 

explained. It will cover several different areas which are relevant to the thesis subject: Ambient 

Information Systems, Peripheral Vision and Color Psychology. Most importantly, a vocabulary 

for explaining external lighting usage for digital and visual media (film & video games) is 

derived from the elaborate theories of Audio-Vision: Sound in Film by Michel Chion. Parallels 

are drawn, explained thoroughly and analyzed. Lastly, First-Person Shooter Games which will 

be used during testing are introduced before the upcoming Method section. 

 

2.1 Ambient Information Systems 
Pousman and Stasko (2006) propose the term Ambient Information System for systems 

which provide information in the periphery for the user. They have four behavioural 

characteristics: Information Capacity, Notification Level, Representational Fidelity and 

Aesthetic Emphasis. Ambient Information Systems are an aggregate of several previously 

conceived terms, for example Peripheral Displays, Ambient Displays and Alerting Displays.  

 

Alerting Displays attract the user’s attention to a great extent; they are “maximally 

divided” (all ambient information system divides the user’s attention to some extent) 

(Matthews et al, 2002). Thus, they would for example have a very high “notification level” 

in the Ambient Information System taxonomy.  

 

2.2 Peripheral Vision  
Modern games, regardless of them being in Virtual Reality or not, are not activating 

players’ peripheral view as screens are not covering the entire field of view. By using 

external lighting, this can be achieved. In essence, if external lights are placed outside the 

foveal view of the user, their peripheral vision can be activated.  

 

2.2.1 Reaction Time in Rod vs Cone Cells 
According to Cao et al (2007), rod cells (that dominate in the peripheral vision) and cone 

cells (that dominate in the central vision) react at different speeds depending on 

luminance levels. Cone cells were faster when illuminance was above high mesopic levels, 

otherwise rod cells were faster. Reaction times were similar at two Trolands. 
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2.2.2 Movement Detection 
It has been shown that detecting for example text by jiggling (moving) the text in the 

periphery improves letter recognition (Yu, 2012). However, other research shows that the 

peripheral vision is not better than the foveal (central) vision at detecting (for example) 

motion (Mckee & Nakayama,1984). Thompson et al. (2007) concludes that the peripheral 

vision is good at biological motion perception; the ability to perceive the unique motion of 

a specific biological agent, such as a human (Troje & Basbaum, 2008). 

 

2.2.3 Crowding (Visual) 
Whitney, D., & Levi, D. M. (2011) define (visual) crowding as “the inability to recognize 

objects in clutter”. Today’s video games often contain large amounts of information in the 

visual field of the player. For example, a large amount of enemies trying to hurt you in 

DOOM 3 may cause the screen to appear cluttered/crowded. By moving certain 

(important) pieces of information outside the screen it is imaginable that users can filter 

the information faster or remember the information for a longer period of time. 

Essentially, using this logic the player would need to process less information before they 

understand what is happening. 

 

2.3 Color in Games 
 
2.3.1 Color Conventions 
Games have several recurring themes when it comes to color. They are used to signify 

important locations, indicate who is an enemy and who is a friend, show the player if 

something is dangerous or not and so on. How this has been executed differs slightly 

between games, but there are certain patterns that are reoccuring. For example, red and 

icky colors are common indicators of enemies, danger and scary elements, e.g. in Silent 

Hill (Anhut, 2016). Blizzard Entertainment’s MMORPG World of Warcraft (2004), is another 

game that uses orange and red as indicators of danger - higher level and dangerous 

monsters will have their name displayed in red. Green and blue are common indicators of 

harmless or friendly characters. In fact, green is a general reoccurring color when it 
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comes to positive and friendly characters or events, for example when a character is 

healed in World of Warcraft. 

 

2.3.2 Color Psychology 
Color psychology is the study of hues as determinant of human behaviour (Wikipedia, 

2017a). Different colors allegedly affect emotion and opinion of objects and events. For 

example, according to Warner, L., & Franzen, R. (1947), Red color resembles lust and love. 

Conversely, Piotrowski, C. & Armstrong, T. (2012) finds that the color red is connected to 

power, onerous issues and mainly has negative associations.  

 

Furthermore, it has been shown that light can have physiological effects, such as blue 

light suppressing melatonin (a hormone that regulates sleep and wakefulness). Blue light 

exposure can therefore lead to a more awake state which on the one hand can improve 

alertness and response times (Rahman, S. A., et al, 2014) but on the other hand can cause 

sleep disruptions (Gooley, J. J., et al, 2011). 

 

2.4 From Sound in Film to Lighting in Games 
This section will discuss audio-vision, the relationship between sound and film, as described by 

Michel Chion. It is the main theoretical part of this thesis. It will use the theories to formulate a 

vocabulary for the use of lighting in audiovisual media. While it indeed is a different subject 

from lighting for games, it will be shown that there are abundant parallels between the use of 

sound and the usage of lighting for audiovisual and digital media such as film and games. 

Important terms in the vocabulary are either marked by being the headline in a segment or by 

being underlined. The respective term will be described in its current auditory domain. 

Subsequently, parallels to gaming and lighting will be made and minor discussion will be held. 

In the end of 2.4, there will be discussion about the approach of using sound for film as a 

baseline for the creation of the vocabulary. 

 

2.4.1 Image, sound and external lighting 
In Audio-Vision - Sound on Screen, Chion describes the relationship between sound and 

film. He argues that one in fact does not watch a film, but instead experiences an 

audio-visual whole, in essence witnessing images plus sounds and not as separate entities 
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(Chion, M., 1994, preface). Thus, a person experiencing audiovisual media will in the 

subsequent segments be called an audio-viewer.  

 

According to Chion, as the image is the main focus (with some exceptions, for example 

music videos), sound’s primary function in film is to contribute with added value: the 

sound alters our impression of what we are seeing. What we experience when witnessing 

a film is not what we see, but the combined value of images and sounds. 

 

Furthermore, he argues that all sound we hear when audio-viewing a film exists in the 

movie. This may be objective things such as a sound connected to an identifiable object; 

for example a character’s dialogue or a car honking. However, it could also be sound 

which is connected to something immaterial such as the supposed emotion of a scene, 

brought out by the usage of score music.  

 

The image is influenced by the sound just as the sound is influenced by the image; neither 

would appear the same without the other (Chion, 1994, p. 21). Chion calls this reciprocity, 

the fact that the sound ultimately reprojects the product of the image and sound’s mutual 

influence back onto the screen. In essence, the combination of sound and image by 

themselves, parallel to each other, do not have the same meaning as the combination of 

the two.  

 

When adding external lighting to the mix, we are effectively adding a second type of visual 

output, in essence a third output modality (image, sound, external lighting). The function 

of external lighting is also to add value to the image; it is not the main focus in audiovisual 

media - the image remains the main focus apart from the occasional example (e.g. music 

videos or some music games).  

 

Consequently, as neither lighting or sound is the main focus for the audio-viewer, the 

terms in the vocabulary should not be regarded as being exclusive in the value they add. 

In essence, a visual on-screen event may receive added value from different visual cues 

(on-screen, see for example 2.4.3.2), different sounds (e.g. music and other sound effects) 

as well as external lighting. In terms of gamer performance we therefore need to analyze 
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different situations to realize what support we can give to players by the usage of external 

lighting. 

 

In the coming sections (2.4.2-2.4.4), sound in film will be divided into three sections: 

general properties, information & performance aspects and lastly immersive aspects of 

sound and lighting. The theories in these sections are selected from the vocabulary 

originally designed by Chion. It is not a complete theoretical translation of the Audio-Vision 

theories, but rather a selection of key concepts which are applicable to the external 

lighting domain, especially those which are relevant to player performance in games. 

Within each segment, the concept will be explained and parallels will be drawn between 

the usage of sound and the potential usage of lighting in audiovisual media. In addition, 

relevant examples will be chosen to show the applicability of the term, laying the 

groundworks for the upcoming design in section 3 (Method).  

 

2.4.2 General Properties of Sound and Lighting  
In this section the general properties of sound and its relation to lighting is introduced. It serves 

as a ground for describing technical properties of sound and subsequently lighting in the 

audiovisual realm. Additionally, the section it highlights the large impact sound has on the 

impression of the image and what it contains. 

 

2.4.2.1 Voco- and Verbocentrism 
Cinema is almost always vococentric. It prioritizes the voice of the characters. It is not the 

background sound of moans, cries and shouts that are in focus, but rather the voice as 

means of verbal expression. As such, it is verbocentric. Naturally, this causes the 

remainder of the movie’s soundtrack to be constructed around this fact. (Chion, M. p. 5-6) 

 

In games, voco/verbocentrism varies largely between genres. It is important to design the 

sound around this fact, so that the audience can fully understand the dialogue. 

Similarities can be found in the likes of games produced by Telltale Games: interactive 

movies or movie games, where dialogue is highly important. In these games, the player is 

essentially going through a sequence of multiple-choice scenarios, altering the story along 

the way (Wikipedia, 2016c). Example games are The Wolf Among Us 
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(telltale.com/series/the-wolf-among-us/) and The Walking Dead 

(telltale.com/series/the-walking-dead).  

 

However, differences between film and games can be found, for example, in competitive 

multiplayer games such as Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO). In these games, 

auditory focus is given to in-game sounds that can give information to the player. For 

example, players are able to hear stepping sounds of enemies, providing them positional 

information not seen in the image (see 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.3). Importantly, this is simply a 

change from verbocentrism towards centrism around these sound-effects. The focus has 

shifted, not the method of sound rendition and prioritization. 

 

Consequently, lighting design should also adapt to the focus of the game or the movie. We 

need to prioritize what is important and focus around that fact. If the lighting effects 

ignore these basic rules, unforeseen effects may appear, such as the (usually) undesirable 

in-the-wings effect. The in-the-wings effect is when the audio-viewer experiences that the 

film or game is literally extended into the real world, thus removing focus from the screen. 

This effect is explained further in 2.4.3.5.  

 

2.4.2.2 Temporalization 
Temporalization describes the sound’s ability of altering the audio-viewer’s perception of 

time passing in the image. According to Chion (p 13-20), sound does this to the image in 

three ways: 

 

● Temporal animation of the image; rendering the perception of time as for example 

exact, detailed, vague or fluctuating. 

● Temporal linearization of the image; shots do not necessarily indicate temporal 

succession (between each other), but sound can introduce it. 

● Vectorization of the image; orienting the shot towards a future, a goal - the shot is 

going somewhere despite its own lack of vectorization. 

 

The ability to temporally animate images is dependant on which type of images are 

shown. Firstly, there are images which in themselves have no temporal animation, for 

example still shots or movement which consists of a general fluctuation such as for 

 

https://telltale.com/series/the-wolf-among-us/
http://telltale.com/series/the-walking-dead
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example rippling water or film grain. In this case, sound can on its own introduce a 

temporality. Secondly, there are images which are in themselves temporally animated, for 

example movement of characters. Here, the temporal sound combines with the temporal 

images (Chion, M. p. 13-20). 

 

The way sound is constructed matters greatly for the temporal animation of the image 

(Chion, M. p. 13-20): 

 

● Sustenance of sound. Continuous sound is less animating than fluttering sound. 

For example, compare two extremes: white noise and dialogue. 

● Sound predictability. Chion argues that sound with a regular pulse is more 

predictable and thus creates less temporal animation than irregular sound, which 

is more unpredictable and puts the ear on alert. However in addition he argues 

that sound which cycles too regularly may also create a sense of tension and thus 

animation, as the listener braces for a fluctuation in the sound. 

● Tempo. What is relevant is not the mechanical tempo of the sound - a high-tempo 

score music will not necessarily accelerate the audio-viewers impression of the 

image. Rather, the irregularity of musical notes introduces more temporal 

animation than the speed of music. 

● Sound definition. High frequencies puts the audio-viewer on edge, increasing the 

perception of temporal flow. 

 

In terms of temporal linearization, Chion (p. 13-20) uses a sequence of silent shots of an 

audience applauding to explain when images lack temporal linearity. The images can be 

perceived to be simultaneous or put together in no specific order. However, as soon as 

audio is added to support the images, temporality is introduced in the image; the booing 

of someone in shot B feels like it comes after the laughing of someone in shot A.  

 

Sounds are vectorized to a larger extent than images. Chion (p. 13-20) uses the example 

of a woman in a rocking chair on the porch, breathing slowly during a slight breeze 

running through the bamboo windchimes. The images depict a real situation, but they are 

in no way necessarily vectorized. If the images were played in reverse, it would still make 

sense to the viewer. However, if sounds were added to the images, reversing them no 
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longer makes sense. Sounds are vectorized and they vectorize the image - they have a 

start, middle and end and impose this structure onto the image.  

 

When it comes to temporalization by using external lighting, there are imaginable 

possibilities. Picture a shot of a person running from point A to B without interruptions. If 

their footsteps are synchronized with flashing lights, which is a type of synchresis (see 

2.4.3.1), it is possible that the audio-viewer creates an association between the lighting 

and the image. If the image is subsequently removed after having showed the two in 

synchronization, but the flashing lights are kept - does the audio-viewer believe that the 

person is still running? Furthermore, when the lights stop flashing, do they perceive that 

the person has stopped running? In this case, the lights perhaps “holds on” to the 

temporality of the running, continuing it even though the image no longer supports the 

movement. Imagine the same scenario with sound: clear synchronization points at the 

runner’s footsteps, both image and audio when suddenly the screen goes black, with the 

sound of the footsteps still playing. It is clear that the person is still running as we have a 

strong association between the sound of the footsteps and the running.  

 

By returning to the lighting example, problems in the associative model are discovered. 

Imagine that instead of making the screen black while still playing the synchronized 

sound, the image switches to a drummer playing in synchrony with the lighting. Would 

the user still perceive that the previously running-synchronized lights are in fact 

associated with the running, or is it now a representation of the drummer? An obvious 

difference between audio and lighting in this case is that humans, bar the 

hearing-impaired, have strong natural associations between the sound of shoes hitting 

the ground while running, and no association in beforehand between synchronized 

lighting and running. 

 

When it comes to games, sound can similarly be used to temporalize the image. An 

extreme example is found in the 1987 Capcom game Mega Man, where the image is 

completely still unless the player is moving (fig 2.4.2.2). Without the music, the game 

would look entirely like a still image whenever the player stands still (and there are no 

moving enemies on the screen). In fact, when the player pauses the game, the only 
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apparent difference is that the music stops playing. The music in Mega Man temporally 

animates the image. 

 

 
Fig 2.4.2.2 - Mega Man 

 

To summarize, sound temporalizes both film and games in different ways. We may be 

able to temporalize the image by the use of external lighting. 

 

2.4.2.3 Diegetic Sound/Light 
Diegetic sounds are sounds that in addition to affecting the audio-viewer also physically 

exists inside the audiovisual media and thus affects the characters and environment. 

Dialogue is an example of diegetic sound. Score music is often non-diegetic; only the 

audience hears it. (Chion, M. p. 73) 

 

Similarly, a diegetic projection of lighting from inside the film or the game into the real 

room is imaginable. It is an extension of the audiovisual media world into the real world. 

For example, picture a visualized (see 2.4.3.3) flickering light source in the image, while 

having external light showing the exact same flickering. A more abstract example would 

be synchresis (see 2.4.3.1) between a visual event that does not intrinsically emit lighting 

and an external light, for example external lights which are synchronized to the steps of 

an on-screen character. 
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2.4.2.4 Soundtrack/Lighting track 
Chion (p. 39-40) argues that there in fact is no soundtrack in a film. Or rather, that the 

term soundtrack should only be used in a pure technical fashion to specify the end-to-end 

aggregation of the film’s sounds. According to Chion, the reason that there is no 

soundtrack is twofold. First, the sounds of a film separated from the image do not form 

an internally understandable sequence, at the very least definitely not as coherent as the 

image track. Second, the sound enters a relationship with the image and not with the 

mutual sounds played at the same time. Imagine if the sounds were layered upon each 

other like a cake: regardless of the order, they will separate themselves from each other, 

instead etching onto the image. They do not blur with each other to a great extent. 

Therefore, he determines that the cinema is rather a place of images, plus sounds. 

 

In terms of external lighting, especially for film, is is naturally possible to create a term 

that can be defined as a lighting track: the end-to-end aggregate of all lighting effects 

constructed. However, similarly to sound, this aggregate will not inform the audio-viewer 

of a coherent entity - perhaps even less than the supposed soundtrack. Therefore, 

speaking of a lighting track apart from the purely technical term is illogical. It is not an 

entity on its own in this regard.  

 

An important difference between light and sound in terms of information transmission 

capacity is the aforementioned blending. Sounds detach from each other and attach to 

the image, but lighting blends. A blue light and a red light form a purple light in an 

additive model when emitted from the same point light source (for example a Philips Hue 

Go light). Because of this, it is imaginable that single point sound sources have the 

capacity to transmit several layers of information simultaneously and that single point 

light sources can not reach the same capacity. Therefore, it is important to give potential 

developers the ability to assign priority to light effects so that they appear individually and 

transmit the information that is most important at that point of time.  

 

Lastly, in terms of games the technical description of the lighting track is weak (for images 

and sound as well). There no longer is an end-to-end aggregate, as the player’s interaction 

changes the order and type of effects which are seen or heard. The term could however 
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be used to describe the aggregate for scripted sequences, where the exact effects that 

will be used are known, for example in cutscenes in games. 

 

2.4.3 Information and Performance Properties of Sound and 
Lighting 
In this section, terms which have observable information and performance properties are 

introduced. Comparisons between their auditoral properties and the similar possibilities in the 

lighting domain are made.  

 

2.4.3.1 Point of Synchronization and Synchresis 
Points of Synchronization or Synch Points (when sound and image meet in synchrony) are 

a commonly used tool in film. There are multiple examples of how they are used, for 

example when a gun is fired or someone punches something (most probably another 

character). A synch point can also be for example a piece of music building up and ending 

at the same time at the end of a scene, or a word of precise dialogue that coincides with 

an image of an item, signifying its importance (Chion, M. p. 58-60). Chion describes synch 

points as significant to the phrasing and dynamics of the movie, accentuating important 

events or the start or end of something.  

 

There is also the case of false synch points where the anticipated sound effect does not 

appear or the music does not resolve as expected. In some cases Chion argues that 

“these can be more striking than synch points which actually do occur”, as the spectator 

has mentally braced for the event, highlighting its absence. 

 

We can imagine an abundance of examples for games where synch points are either 

necessary or possible to use for their added effect. For example, in Counter Strike: Global 

Offensive, a popular multi-player first-person shooter game, players are highly dependant 

on audiovisual information. In addition to players responding to visual information such 

as for example sighting enemies or a grenade (and attempting to avoid it), players heavily 

rely on audio as well. For example, hearing… :  

● enemy footsteps (to figure out their location) 

● grenades and flashbang locations (to possibly figure out enemy strategies) 
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● gunfire (to figure out locations and current weaponry of opponents, or even 

reacting to allies firing at enemies)  

is important for a player to be successful. 

 

In some cases, both visual and sound cues are important to understanding whether 

something is important or not. For example, a player who hears gunfire does not 

necessarily hear an enemy (or an ally), but with the usage of the mini-map in the top-left 

corner (which shows allies but only shows enemies who have recently been visually seen 

by an ally) in the top-left corner (fig 2.4.3.1), they may be able to resolve whether it was 

actually an enemy or an ally who made the sound. This example highlights both the 

audiovisual relationship (without the visual you may misinterpret the aural) and the 

importance of synchronized sound effects in the game. 

 

 
Fig 2.4.3.1 - Counter-Strike Global Offensive 

 

Synch points are an eloquent example where the theories of Chion are highly applicable 

on a vocabulary for external lighting design. For example, the audio-visual que of 

someone pulling a trigger (and the following gunshot) can be represented with external 

lighting as a quick flash. In a surround lighting environment it is even possible designate a 

general direction of the event by activating the light closest to the in-film or in-game 

event. 
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Lastly, Chion (p. 58-60) speaks about synchresis, a word formed by the combination of 

synchronism and synthesis. It is the effect that synchronization has on the perceived 

origin and even realism of sounds, that hundreds of different voices can come out of the 

same mouth if synchronized correctly and that dubbing, post-synchronization and sound 

effects mixing can employ such a variation of sounds without the audio-viewer 

questioning it. Chion argues that synchresis of the audiovisual even can allow silly sound 

effects such as a ping-pong ball sound when somebody is walking (as done by Jacques 

Tati in Mon Oncle, 1958) to be accepted by the audio-viewer. The audio-viewer will still 

understand that the sound originates from the walking. Concerning lighting, perhaps 

similar logic can be applied; that it is not the absolute realism of lighting but rather that 

synchresis makes the audio-viewer perceive the importance, realism or origin of the light. 

 

2.4.3.2 Spotting 
Spotting refers to the event when audio is used to help the audio-viewer see visual 

movements and sleight of hand. In many scenes - for example in modern action movies 

there are several rapid events, especially in fighting/martial arts scenes. The reason the 

viewer is not left with a confused impression of these scenes is because they are spotted. 

Essentially, audio cues are used to reinforce what is actually relevant on-screen for 

example by using shouts, punching sounds, moans, whistles, bangs, scraping et cetera. 

(Chion, M. p. 11-12) 

 

In video games, spotting is used frequently. For example in Capcom’s Street Fighter V (a 

popular 2016 fighting game), audio cues are utilized to signal to the players when for 

example a punch or a kick was successfully landed or blocked by the opponent. The game 

contains several types of rapid fighting combinations (flurries of blows, kicks, jumping 

attacks et cetera) that all have complex visual animations which are supported by spotting 

in the form of corresponding synchronized sound effects.  

 

By using external lighting to spot these events with light instead of sound, players could 

be informed of events that happen in rapid succession as well. In fact, Street Fighter V 

already utilizes visual cues to spot successive and blocked hits in addition to the sound 

cues. Successful hits are spotted with a spiky explosion effect with a red-orange hue (fig 

2.4.3.2a), and a blocked hit is spotted with a desaturated blue ring (fig 2.4.3.2b). This 
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audiovisual connection between both sound and visual spotting in games, provides a 

base to bring it outside the screen into our application using external lighting. 

 

 
Fig 2.4.3.2a - a successful hit in Street Fighter V 

 
Fig 2.4.3.2b - a blocked hit in Street Fighter V 

 
2.4.3.3 Acousmatic and Visualized Sound/Light 
Acousmatic sound is sound that the audio-viewer hears but does not see the origin of. For 

example, the sound of a car, which cannot be seen, that is honking. As such, nondiegetic 

sounds (2.4.2.3) are always acousmatic. (Chion, M. p. 71-75) 
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Visualized sound is sound that the audio-viewer hears and sees the origin of. It is the 

opposite of Acousmatic sound. (Chion, M. p. 71-75) 

 

Acousmatic sounds are a common occurrence in modern games. In fact, important 

auditory information is often acousmatic. This especially applies for 3D environments 

where the direction the user is looking at can be unpredictable. Naturally, acousmatic 

sounds can also originate from sources which are in the field of view of the player but are 

obstructed by an object. 

 

By returning to the Counter-Strike: Global Offensive examples from 2.4.3.1, we notice that 

several of the mentioned sounds (enemy steps, grenades being thrown etc) can be 

acousmatic by being either behind an obstacle or simply not in the player’s field of view. 

The players have an association between the synchronized sound and actual event which 

informs them of what is happening regardless of whether the event is acousmatic or not. 

It is because of this known synchronized relationship that players can utilize the 

acousmatic sound to do precise guesswork on where enemies are and what they are 

doing.  

 

Chion uses the term de-acousmatizing to explain the transition of a sound from it being 

acousmatic to being visualized. This naturally happens frequently in games when the 

player, for example, hears an acousmatic sound outside their field of view and turns 

toward the source to see what caused the sound.  

 

Whether human physical response time (muscle movement) is faster from visual or audial 

stimuli has been researched to a great extent. However, most scientists tend to support 

that humans react faster to sound than lighting (Shelton and Kumar, 2010). Despite the 

fact, there may be a usage in terms of performance for acousmatic lighting effects in 

games anyways. For example, by dynamically updating the lights as the player is looking 

at different things or angles, players may be able to pinpoint acousmatic events over 

time; a structuring of surrounding events of sorts. After a hectic gunfight, it is imaginable 

that the important visual stimuli from the lighting can (perhaps subconsciously) be sorted 

and remembered to a greater extent than the mish-mash of sound. Lastly, simply the 
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added value and focus on important events that external lighting can provide could 

potentially improve the spatial analysis of players. 

 

2.4.3.4 Punctuation and Information 
Punctuation is almost a literal interpretation of the term in its grammatical sense - the 

placement of commas, periods et cetera. The most commonly used way of punctuation in 

film is by the use of synchronous sound (sounds can emphasize for example important 

words without being too obtrusive). However, even the silent film was punctuated, for 

example by the usage of intertitles (text between scenes that e.g. explained what 

happened or will happen) (Chion, M. p. 48-54). As concluded in 2.4.3.1, synchronization is 

highly applicable to the lighting domain. Film or games with lighting may be punctuated 

with lighting. Imagine for example a synchronous, accentuated flash of light as a 

character views an object: it is imaginable that this effect punctuated its importance. 

 
2.4.3.5 In-The-Wings Effect 
The In-The-Wings-Effect is an effect which sometimes is produced when a character, for 

example, is staying in the offscreen space but still has the sound they produce rendered 

in the speakers. What might happen, is that the audio-viewer literally perceives that the 

character has left the film’s world and entered the real world, putting them, for example, 

under the exit door of the cinema. This may distract the audio-viewer to divert their 

attention from the film to the real world (Chion, M. p. 83-85) 

 

In terms of lighting design, imagine a scenario when the audio-viewer is sitting in the 

cinema. In the far periphery, a light is slowly turned on in an attempt to highlight a 

character entering the onscreen space from the offscreen space. However, perhaps the 

audio-viewer perceives the extension to be literal, and that the lighting instead represents 

a nuisance such as a person entering the cinema through a slowly opening door. This 

scenario is a diversion of the audio-viewer’ attention, an in-the-wings effect. 

 

As focus of attention is highly important for gamers who wish to perform, this effect 

needs to be avoided. However, if a lighting designer wants to trick the player into diverting 

their attention, thus possibly reducing their performance, exploring in-the-wings effects 

further seems sensible.  
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2.4.4 Immersive Aspects of Sound and Lighting 
In this section different immersive aspects of sound, lighting and their connection is introduced. 

The section is relevant as it has been shown that immersion can impact player performance in 

games, for example by arousal and heightened focus. 

 

2.4.4.1 Value Added by Music & Is There Lighting Music? 
Chion (p. 8-9) argues that music mainly creates two effects in film: empathetic and 

anempathetic. Empathetic music embraces the general feeling of what is shown: rhythm, 

tone and phrasing (which by cultural coding translates into emotion).  

 

Anempathetic music is music that diverges from the general feeling of what is shown in 

the film. For example, a happy tune during a murder scene would provide the indifferent 

effect that anempathetic music aims to achieve. Chion (p. 8-9) argues that this effect 

usually does not freeze the emotion of the scene, but rather intensifies it. The effect can 

also be achieved by the use of noise, e.g. when a fan keeps humming or a TV-channel 

continues playing during (and after) a murder scene, as if nothing happened. He finds an 

eloquent example in the famous scene of Psycho, when the shower keeps running after 

the famous murder scene.  

 

Additionally, there exists music which is neither empathetic or anempathetic. This is 

music which has no emotional resonance, for example that which has an abstract 

meaning. (Chion, M. p. 8-9) 

 

The question arises whether lighting can achieve an effect similar to those of the 

empathetic and anempathetic sound effects. As described in 2.4.2.3, external lighting can 

be both diegetic and nondiegetic. On the one hand, this grants the opportunity to for 

example imitate lighting bleeding into the scene from an acousmatic TV. It may provide a 

similar, indifferent, anempathetic effect to that of, for example, the sound of the same TV. 

On the other hand, using nondiegetic empathetic lighting that resembles the on-screen 

events may provide an effect comparable to that of empathetic sound. For example, 

heavily punctuating (see the following segment), fluttering and changing colors that 

supposedly attach to the emotion of the scene could provide this effect. 
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The question whether the aforementioned empathetic lighting effect is lighting music 

naturally arises from this situation. However, how do we differentiate between what is 

lighting music and what is “just lighting”? Tom Bergman, a researcher at Philips Lighting 

who has created has studied the subject, argues that the reason people are not able to 

see lighting music mainly is due to the fact that nobody has explicitly created lighting 

music (as it has not been possible to even conceive the idea until recent years). He aims to 

build lighting instruments and have composers create “music” with light. Furthermore, he 

strengthens his argument by saying that if someone who has never before seen a guitar 

is given one, their composition skills would be as blunt as somebody controlling a lighting 

instrument. Therefore, composers of lighting music need to arise before the public can 

understand what lighting music is. Perhaps when such a phenomena becomes widely 

accepted and that people could just as well put on smooth lighting as jazz music to create 

a mood, we can differentiate between what is lighting music and what is lighting noise. 

 

2.4.4.2 Sonic Flow/Lighting Flow 
Sonic flow describes in which way the sound relates to the image in terms of succession, 

superimposition and fluidity (internal logic), or on the contrary whether they are 

discontinuous, choppy and heavily punctuated (external logic). Both types affect the 

audio-viewers perception of the image in different ways. Internal logic follows the 

emotion of the film, as if the characters themself cue the sound to smoothly follow their 

perceptions and behaviour (Chion, M. p. 46-47). 

 

External logic, however, has several marked breaks and sudden sounds. Chion uses Scott 

Ridley’s Alien (1974) as an example, where sonic jolts and jerky sound progression serves 

as a reinforcement of the tension that the film seeks to depict. He continues to note that 

many modern action-adventure movies utilize external logic to a great extent, often due 

to the very nature of the screenplay: characters hastily flipping switches, working on 

control planets et cetera. 

 

Similarly to film, both internal and external logic is applied in video games. For example, 

in The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (Nintendo, 1998), an adventure game praised for 

gameplay, story and music (Wikipedia, 2016e), both are employed to a great extent. In the 
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beginning of the game, Link (the main player-controlled character) lives in his home village 

Kakariko Village. It is a peaceful place with friendly inhabitants, which live a slow life. In 

Kakariko, a happy theme is played and the sound effects blend in with the general 

emotion of the place; internal logic is applied to great extent. However, as the game 

progresses and Link faces increasingly dangerous enemies, the sound takes on more 

external logic. An example is the battle with Ganondorf in the end of the game, where 

rapid and jerky score music and heavily punctuated sound effects are used throughout 

the course of the battle. Similarly to Chion’s Alien example, the external logic serves to 

reinforce the tension and put the player on high alert, thus possibly improving their focus 

and subsequently their performance.  

 

In external lighting design, the term lighting flow will be used as we are no longer 

speaking of audio but lighting. Interestingly, parallels to sound flow are found without 

mimicking sound at all. The flickering of lights for example, which are used in both horror 

movies and in supposedly scary parts of games. Here the audiovisual media is also jerky 

and serves to reinforce the tension by physical similarities to those of sound with applied 

external logic. However, perhaps it is possible to further emphasize the effects of internal 

and external logic by following the patterns of sound in the lighting domain. 

 
2.4.4.3 Punctuation and Immersion 
Audio punctuations, apart from the informative aspects of for example concluding a 

scene, also has immersive aspects. Firstly, the punctuations immerse the audio-viewer 

because they pace the audio-visual content and highlight important events (pauses, 

endings etc). Secondly, music has the ability to symbolically punctuate the image. One 

commonly used method is by using a lead motive - where a character or a theme in a 

movie is followed by a piece of music with discernable, unique notes. The motive can 

emphasize something in the film which is of relevance, for example draw attention to 

hidden meanings which would be difficult to interpret without the sound. Chion uses the 

1935 movie The Informer as an example where the theme of betrayal is highlighted by the 

usage of four synchronous notes with a vicious undertone when the barkeeper returns 

change to the main character (Chion, M. p. 48-54). 
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An iconic lead motive is the theme of Darth Vader from the Star Wars saga: The Imperial 

March, (introduced in The Empire Strikes Back), a theme that highlights the power, 

destruction and evil that characterizes Vader. There are similar examples from games, for 

example the theme of the main villain in the Legend of Zelda Series, Ganondorf, which 

symbolizes similar traits to those of Darth Vader.  

 

It is imaginable to adapt the theories of the lead motive to the lighting domain. For 

example, creating a combination of lights that represent the emotion we want to invoke 

on the audio-viewer (or player) when they see a specific character, which is subsequently 

reused (perhaps several times) when the character enters the scene, would in essence be 

a lighting lead motive.  

 

2.4.4.5 Anticipation That Converges or Diverges 
Chion (p. 55-56) argues that music leads the user to expect certain transitions, events and 

timings in the image. Additionally, he acknowledges the fact that other sounds, camera 

movement, actors’ movement in the image et cetera also can put the audio-viewer in a 

state of anticipation. Furthermore, Chion explains that the audio-viewer both consciously 

and subconsciously detects patterns which they expect to resolve in a certain manner. At 

this point, the event can either converge (resolve as expected) or diverge (resolve 

differently than expected or not resolve at all). The effect of a well-executed converging 

anticipation is usually that the audio-viewer is emotionally moved, for example by a 

musical crescendo building up towards a synch point when two lovers are running to 

embrace each other. However, according to Chion, anticipation that diverges can be used 

with great results as well. For example, by continuously showing panning shots of 

landscape, with music that never reaches its maxima as in the aforementioned example, 

leaves us with a longing for more: what is in the horizon behind the hills?  

 

Similarly to the lead motive example in 2.4.4.2 and the discussion about lighting music in 

2.4.4.1, creating anticipation by the use of for example build-ups using lighting should be 

possible. Imagine the same example with two lovers running towards each other. As they 

approach, the lights create a crescendo that finally releases a bright red color as they 

embrace each other to symbolize their love. 
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2.4.4.6 Silence/Darkness 
The introduction of sound made silence possible (by removing sound). In silent film, 

everything suggested sound as there was nothing to compare to (Chion, M. p. 56-58). 

Chion argues that both sudden changes to introduce silence as well as a gradual decrease 

of sounds into silence can generate, for example an uneasy feeling. Why is everything 

suddenly silent? In nature, it can be the sign of a nearby predator, and we are right to be 

afraid. Chion argues that complete silence (almost) never is feasible: filmmakers record 

several seconds of “silence” that they can play throughout the scene, an ambient silence 

(see the upcoming segment) of sorts. Every area has a different type of silence, whether it 

is the slight humming of air-condition or the faraway sound of crickets: perhaps the only 

exception is space vacuum? 

 

The same logic can be applied for lighting. In fact, horror movies (and games) in particular 

introduce sudden darkness to put the characters (and audio-viewers) on edge. It is an 

indication that something is wrong, similarly to the effect in sound. Why is everything 

suddenly dark? Of course, this diegetic effect can be translated to the external lighting 

domain. Perhaps the user will reach an even higher state of tension from the added value 

of the external lights. However, imagine also playing with the nondiegetic properties of 

external lighting. Perhaps it is possible to introduce external lighting “silence” (darkness) 

in a similar way as, for example, silencing the score music and thus create a similar effect. 

Perhaps the intrinsic properties of sudden darkness will create a state of tension 

regardless of whether it coincides with the diegetic events in the image. 

 
2.4.4.7 Ambient Sound/Light 
Ambient sound is sound that exists within a space without raising the question of its 

source or visual location. Examples are birdsong, church bells and the soar of car traffic 

(Chion, M. p. 75 & 54-55). Chion uses several, more detailed terms to further explain 

ambient sound, for example elements of the auditory setting (E.A.S): sounds that provide 

ambiance but have a distinct source, for example a barking dog or a honking car. He 

argues that the difference between these terms is that ambient sounds are the space 

where E.A.S gives the small touches that further give detail to the space. Chion 

additionally argues that E.A.S can have punctuating properties, e.g. by highlighting 
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important moments. For example, why is the dog barking? It may be punctuating 

something important, maybe an approaching burglar or murderer. 

 

Ambient lighting is an explored field. For example, the Philips AmbiLight products 

mentioned in 1.1.1 aim to produce just that. Importantly, ambient sounds are by their 

nature diegetic, which is relevant to take into account when designing external lighting for 

similar purposes as ambient sound. Natural light sources are essentially much fewer in 

number than sounds (there are millions of identifiable sounds), which reduces the 

applicability somewhat. Examples of diegetic light sources are sunlight (different colors 

and strengths depending on time of day), moonlight, lightning, fire and fluorescent 

flowers/animals. This can be extended by human-created lights such as screens, light 

panels, explosions and different types of lamps and lasers. Philips AmbiLight takes the 

visual information in the image and reprojects an aggregate onto the wall behind the TV. 

Thus, it is indirectly transferring (usually) diegetic light originating from the image onto 

the wall. 

 

As mentioned several times before in this theoretical section, mimicking audiovisual 

information by synchronizing sound effects with them is possible. However, when a light 

effect is standing on its own, how can the user know the difference between the light 

effect from a barking dog  and a honking car without first seeing it synchronized with the 

respective audiovisual event? These lighting effects do not have a natural association to 

lighting, and the effect runs the risk of being too ambiguous to the audio-viewer. 

 

2.4.5 Critique Towards Sound-to-Lighting Approach 
When the potential correlation between the auditory and lighting was explored, there was 

an understanding that the approach could be criticized. Sounds and lighting are obviously 

two entirely different modalities. Therefore, the main criticism that is presented here 

regards the potential information loss in the transition from sound to lighting. Possibly, 

the overlap that was shown between sound and lighting is only a small part of the 

potential terms/explanations available for the characteristics of external light systems.  

 

However, there is no claim in this thesis project that the created vocabulary is complete or 

exhaustive, but rather that it is a base that can be built on and provide insight and 
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example guidelines for understanding and creating external lighting systems for 

audiovisual content. 

 

2.5 First-Person Shooter Games 
First-Person games or FPS games in short are games where the player’s perspective is the 

same as the character they are controlling. First-person shooter games thus are projectile 

(usually gun)-combat based games in a first-person view. It is a very large games genre 

which holds some of the most successful gaming titles of all time, for example Half-Life, 

Counter-Strike, Halo, Doom & Call of Duty. 

 
Three games have been selected to describe the FPS genre: Counter-Strike: Global 

Offensive (currently the largest FPS game in terms of eSports competition), Call Of Duty 

(one of the most played FPS games, especially among the persona that was discovered by 

Aliakseyeu et al. 2016, see 1.2.1 and 3.7.1.1) and lastly Doom 3 (a single player-FPS which 

shares key gameplay aspects with the other two but holds practical advantages in terms 

of development and testing). 

 

2.5.1 Counter-Strike: Global Offensive 
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) is a Hidden Path and Valve Corporation 

multiplayer First-Person Shooter-game released in 2012 (Valve Corporation, 2012). An 

ESPN article recently rated CS:GO as the top eSports game in the world, tightly followed 

by non-FPS games such as League of Legends and Dota 2 (ESPN.com, 2016). It is 

undoubtedly the current top FPS eSports game.  

 

CS:GO has several game modes, but in terms of competition, there is only one which is 

played: Bomb Scenario. A bomb scenario consists of two teams of five players playing a 

half each, per map, on the respective in-game sides: Terrorists and Counter-Terrorists. 

Each half consists of 15 rounds (1 minute 55 seconds per round) and winning a map 

requires 16 rounds. If the teams end up in a 15-15 situation in a tournament, overtime 

with extra rounds (usually three, sometimes five per side) is played until a winner can be 

decided. The most common tournament matches are played “best of three”, which means 

that up to three different maps are played until either team has won two maps. There 
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exists best of one and best of five matches as well. The maps are selected from a map 

pool by a veto process between the teams that includes both banning (removing) and 

picking (choosing) maps. 

 

Competitive gameplay heavily focuses on Counter-Terrorists guarding two so called 

“bombsites” (bombsite A and B), which the terrorists attempt to plant the bomb on and 

blow up. There are several winning conditions in a round. The Terrorists can win by 

either: 

● Eliminating all the Counter-Terrorists (dying in Counter-Strike means you are dead 

until the next round begins) 

● Planting the bomb on a bombsite and having it explode, which takes 35 seconds in 

competitive CS:GO. 

The Counter-Terrorists can win by either: 

● Eliminating all the terrorists  1

● Defending the bombsites until time runs out (1 minute 55 seconds per round) 

● Defusing the bomb after the terrorists have planted the bomb. Defusing takes 10 

seconds without and 5 seconds with a purchasable defuse kit. 

 

While visual information is without a doubt the most important output modality of CS:GO 

as players for example would not be able to aim correctly and eliminate each other 

without it, players still rely on auditory information. Sounds in the acousmatic and 

offscreen space is used to indicate things that are both time-critical and not. For example, 

being shot by an enemy player from a specific direction is identified both by the sound of 

the enemy gun fire as well as a synchronized sound when you are hit. With sufficient 

reaction and skills, this may help the player to either survive by hiding behind a 

bullet-proof cover or even turn around and eliminate the threat. At the very least, the 

player can inform their teammates of the enemy player’s location even if they are 

eliminated. Another example which usually is slightly less time-critical is the sound of 

enemy steps heard from behind walls and doors (the acousmatic), indicating enemy 

locations and potentially allowing the deduction of enemy tactics. 

 

1 The Terrorists can win a round after a bomb plant despite all of them being eliminated, if the Counter-Terrorists do not 
have enough time to defuse the bomb after eliminating the terrorists. 
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2.5.2 Call of Duty 
The Call of Duty (CoD) franchise is a series of FPS games published by Activision. Every 

year since 2005 there has been a new game released in the main series, the latest being 

Infinite Warfare. The Call of Duty games both have a single player campaign as well as a 

multiplayer mode.  

 

Multiplayer Call of Duty is similar to CS:GO in many ways. There are two teams playing 

against each other in a multitude of maps. More importantly, players utilize several 

different types of weapons, have strategies and require similar types of audiovisual cues 

to make decisions: the core gameplay aspects are the same. Unlike CS:GO, it however 

employs several competitive modes which are played on different maps. During the 2016 

CoD: Black Ops III (Activision, 2015) championships, game modes for example included: 

● Hardpoint: The two teams compete and try to occupy an area and gain points 

correlated to the time they are able to control the zone. 

● Uplink: The two teams compete in trying to bring a spherical object and “uplink” it, 

similar to throwing a basketball into the basket hoop. 

● Capture the flag: The teams attempt to bring a flag from a point and bring it 

safely back to their base 

● Search and Destroy: Very similar to the bomb scenario in CS:GO; one team 

attempts to plant a bomb in a sensitive area and the other team tries to defuse the 

bomb. 

 

While creating fitted effects for game-specific events is an enticing prospect, it is not in the 

differences but in the similarities between the games that the core mechanics which also 

translate to the general possibility of applying external lighting are found. As priorly 

stated, CoD players also utilize audiovisual cues (the sounds of enemies for example) to 

make quick and/or tactical decisions.  

 

Similar cues are also utilized by players who play the single-player campaign. The 

difference between multiplayer and single player is in the appropriate response: players 

react differently in multiplayer and single player as the threats are of a different levels 

and origin. For example, in multiplayer a one-versus-one-player exchange is very 
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dangerous as the players are, on average, on equal terms. In single player modes players 

can usually take on multiple enemies at the same time. 

 

2.5.3 Doom 3 
Doom 3 is a science fiction survival horror first-person shooter video game developed by 

id Software and published by Activision, released in 2004 (Activision, 2004). The 

single-player mode is a story-driven game where the player traverses through levels 

riddled with monsters, destroying them as they try to survive. At its release, it received 

critical acclaim and was a wide success (Wikipedia, 2016a).  

 

The game is generalizable within the FPS genre as it has similar game mechanics to 

several popular FPS games, such as Call of Duty and CS:GO. Furthermore, It is similar to 

games that are played by the target user group (who are elaborated on in 3.1). These 

players play, for example, the previously mentioned Call of Duty and CS:GO (Aliakseyeu et 

al, 2016).  

 

In all three mentioned games, the player has to react to audiovisual information and 

make tactical decisions to help them survive, or destroy their enemies. Doom 3 however 

holds practical advantages for testing over both CoD and CS:GO, which is the main reason 

the game will be chosen as testing platform. This is elaborated on in 3.1. 
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3. Method 
In the method section, DOOM3 is introduced as the testing environment, the physical setup of 

the testing area as well as the light effect implementation. Finally, the study methodology is 

described, explaining the different methods of data collection (questionnaire, logging and 

interviews). 

 

3.1 Game Testing Environment: DOOM3  
Doom 3 was described in 2.5.3 and was compared to other FPS games. In this segment, the 

practical reasons for choosing DOOM 3 over another game such as CoD or CS:GO is presented. 

 
First of all, a single-player testing scenario can be controlled to a larger extent than a 

multiplayer scenario, reducing the amount of possible variables. The movement, 

positioning and strategies of teams in multiplayer games such as CS:GO and CoD are 

more unpredictable and may result in scenarios between the players which cannot be 

compared. Therefore, the single player campaign in DOOM3 is a better choice. 

 

Additionally, in multiplayer games such as Counter-Strike: Global Offensive and Call of 

Duty, communication between players is very important. It is used to give information 

about the location of enemies, inform the team of strategies et cetera. For example, in 

competitive Counter-Strike, communication heavily controls the players’ movement 

across the map as they can communicate to each more or less detailed information on 

enemy strategies based on audiovisual cues. Without the means of communication 

friendly players who are on different sides of the map will often not have the necessary 

information to make correct decisions in their play. Because it is so essential, it becomes a 

problem when designing lighting. It is possible to ignore it completely and focus on the 

individual, however knowing which part of the test results come from the absence of 

communication will be difficult to predict. Therefore, testing with a single-player scenario 

where communication is non-existent is more sensible, as the absence of it is the 

baseline. 
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Lastly, DOOM 3 is an open-source game, allowing addition to the game code. Therefore, 

unlike other games, the addition of game code for Philips Hue Lights is possible, enabling 

the programming of lighting effects on actual (audiovisual) in-game events. This would 

not have been possible in for example CS:GO or CoD as the game code is not open 

source.  

 

3.2 Materials  
These are the materials used for the practical set-up of the test environment: 

● 4 x Hue Go 

● 1 x Hue LightStrip Plus 

● Gaming PC 

● TV 

● Logitech game controller 

● Virtual surround headset Steelseries Siberia 800 

● Peripherals (Hue bridge, router, sofa…) 

 

3.3 Setup 
The user will sit on a sofa, facing the TV. They will use the aforementioned Logitech game 

controller to maneuver in the game. One Hue Go will be placed on each side of the TV, 

approximately 30 cm from the TV on each side. This distance was due to physical 

restriction of the TV bench. Lights were put as far away from the TV as possible, on the 

bench, to potentially reduce visual crowding. Visual acuity decreases more rapidly after 30 

degrees viewing angle (Wikipedia, 2017b), potentially lowering perception of the lights. 

The distance of 30 cm from the TV did not make the light positions exceed that threshold. 

The last two Hue Gos will be positioned so that the four lights form a uniform rectangle, in 

the far periphery of the participants view. Potentially, this far peripheral position could 

negatively impact the participants’ reaction to light effects behind them. However, it was 

deemed natural that events that happen behind the player in-game should happen 

(almost) behind them in real life as well. The user will be wearing a surround headset 

when playing (fig 3.3). 
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Fig 3.3 - setup, top-down perspective 

3.4 Research Prototype 
Three functional lighting effects were implemented prior to the pilot, to with the intention 

of improving player performance. The system is an ambient information system, intended 

to supply the player with peripheral information. It divides the players attention, but is 

not supposed to maximally dividing as that would imply the player moves their main 

focus away from the screen to look at the lights - which in turn is an effect very similar to 

the in-the-wings effect which was explained in 2.4.3.5. The upcoming segments describe 

the implemented effects in detail. 

 

3.4.1 Directional Light/Sound (Spotting) Effect 
The most extensively developed effect is a synchronization between the visual, auditory 

and lighting domain. Shortly described, the effect is a yellow light flash in the direction 

that the enemy made a sound from. As described in 2.3.1, yellow color generally is 

associated with danger but is not as alarming as red, which was used for the Directional 

Damage Effect (3.4.2). 

 

The effect utilizes all of the setup lights, including the LED strip, to inform the user of the 

location of threats. As seen in 3.3, the lights are set up around the user in a rectangular 
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shape. This allows for several angular steps that visualizes the relation between the 

player’s position, the enemy’s position and the view angle of the player. The position of 

the enemy in relation to the player is calculated inside the game code of DOOM3 with the 

use of trigonometry. However, as there is a restriction in amount of possible angles due 

to not having an infinite amount of lamps, which lights turn on is discrete and not 

continuous (fig 3.4.1). For example, when the enemy is between -112.5 to -67.5 degrees 

(to the left), the rear-left and front-left light is turned on. When the enemy is in front of 

the player (between -22.5 and 22.5 degrees), the LED strip turns on. When the enemy is 

between 22.5 - 67.5 degrees to the right of the player, the front-right lamp turns on. 

  

 
Fig 3.4.1 - angular sectioning of external light directions 

 

The light effect is scaled by the distance to the player in two ways. One, it gets stronger 

the closer the enemy is to the player, see the following code: 
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clippingDistance = 1500;   

if (distanceBetweenPlayerAndEnemy < clippingDistance) { 

lightStrength = 1.0 / (distanceBetweenPlayerAndEnemy / 100.0);  

lightStrength = (lightStrength > 1.0 ? 1.0 : lightStrength); 

} 

 

This means that if the enemy is further away than 1500 in-game distance units (sounds 

can just be heard at this distance), the lights will not turn on. If the enemy is closer than 

100 distance units, the light intensity is 1.0 (or 100%). Otherwise, it is scaled between the 

distance from the player and the enemy. Theoretically this could inform the players that 

the stronger the light is, the closer the enemy is. Additionally, it is similar to how proximity 

is handled within the sound domain - stronger sounds the closer something is. 

 

Second, the light turns on for a longer period of time the closer the enemy is to the 

player. This was designed to further highlight the enemy’s vicinity to the player. See the 

following line of code: 

 

effectTimeMS = 500 * lightStrength; 

 

The logic behind having the LED strip turn on when there is an enemy in front of the 

player, despite the player usually being able to see that enemy, is that the enemy can be 

making sounds from behind cover, at which point the highlighted information can be 

relevant to the player. 

 

The effect is non-diegetic - it is not seen by the in-game character. It is spotting of an 

audio(visual) and usually acousmatic event, designed to inform the players of events that 

is not in their immediate focus. The light effect has the same visual appearance for e.g. 

monster chatter sounds, footsteps and gunshots. It is intended to inform the player of the 

location of the threat. 

 

While the sound in DOOM3 does has directionality that allows for players to estimate 

approximate positions of enemies, the intent of this implemented effect is to further 

assist players in locating threats. As with the Street Fighter example in 2.4.3.2, providing 
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players with the same information in different ways and modalities may all be helpful in 

different ways. For example, extracting the location information from audio may in 

certain situations be difficult for players (for example if there are several of them) and 

thus the added value of the lights may help. Secondly, as there is support for the 

peripheral view being proficient at detecting and recognizing motion (Thompson et al., 

2007 & Yu, 2012) which the rapidly changing light effects could be interpreted as, players 

potentially will be able to efficiently react to the lights. 

 

3.4.2 Directional Damage Spotting Effect 
In terms of the angular sections described in the previous section, the damage spotting 

effect works the exact same way. However, the scaling is different. The effect has the 

same light strength (100%) and duration (400ms) regardless of the distance from the 

player and the enemy. This choice was made because taking damage in DOOM3 (or 

virtually any first person shooter) is an immediate threat regardless of the distance to the 

enemy. When the enemy damaging the player is within a 100 distance unit radius (melee 

distance), all of the lights turn on to divide the players attention towards the proximate 

threat.  

 

The damage effect is a bright red color, which is a color generally employed for danger 

(Anhut, 2014, & Piotrowski & Armstrong, 2012) and also specifically for receiving damage 

in a vast amount of gaming titles. For example DOOM3 itself (but also the 

aforementioned games CS:GO and CoD) uses red color for receiving damage.  

 
3.4.3 Kill Confirmed (Spotting & Punctuating) Effect 
The kill confirmed effect was designed to help the player conserve ammunition, by 

helping them understand when they eliminate an enemy, thus informing them they can 

stop shooting. It is visualized by a bright green light flash on all lamps. As described in 

2.3.1, green color in games is associated with positive events such as being healed or 

succeeding. 

 

The effect is nondiegetic as it does not exist physically in the in-game world. It is 

synchronized with the audiovisual event of an enemy dying; visual animation and the 

sound enemies make when they die. Therefore it is not unique information to the player - 
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it is a spotting effect as it supposedly highlights an important event in an otherwise (often) 

chaotic environment. Additionally, the effect is punctuating as it signifies the end of an 

important event; it paces the combat and signifies the closure of a tense moment for the 

player when the last nearby enemy has been defeated. 

 

Shooters such as DOOM3 often can have moments where the screen is visually crowded 

with information (mainly by enemies). In some cases, players may miss the fact that an 

enemy was eliminated. By additionally moving this information, which is both visual and 

auditory, outside the screen and representing it as described above, players may be able 

to notice their eliminations more easily than without the effect.  

 

3.4.4 Key Item Pickup (Punctuation) Effect 
The Key Item Pickup Effect was designed to help players realize they had picked up an 

item that lets them progress in the game. In DOOM3, the player often has to receive 

security clearance to be able to pass doors that otherwise are locked to them. It was 

discovered in the pilot study (see 4.1) that players easily missed a keycard pickup in the 

beginning of the game. The game shows this information by playing a short sound and 

showing a small on-screen information box saying that the item was picked up. This effect 

was implemented as a punctuation of that event, potentially further informing the player 

that they received the item. 

 

3.5 In-Game Starting Position 
The player will start in “Mars City” in DOOM3. This is a location in the beginning of the 

game, but when actual gameplay is possible. The absolute beginning of the game 

contains story elements and a tutorial process which by itself takes too much time from 

actual gameplay of the users. The selected starting location provides early encounters 

with enemies and will place the player in situations where the developed lighting effects 

will come into play. Figure 3.5a shows the player’s view in the starting position of the play 

session. 
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Fig 3.5 - starting location (Mars City) 

 

3.6 Pilot study  
The Pilot study was done in two parts, where the first part was a play session and 

discussion with two colleagues and the second part was simple iterative prototyping. 

 

3.6.1 Pilot Part 1 - Philips Internal Think-Aloud & Discussion 
This part of the pilot study was an informal think-aloud test between the researcher and 

two additional Philips Lighting Interns. They were asked to play DOOM 3 with light effects, 

and speak their opinion while playing. After playing, a short discussion was held to 

highlight the pros and cons of the at the time current prototype state. 

 

3.6.2 Pilot Part 2 - Philips Internal Prototype Testing 
The second part of the pilot test was constructed around 30 minute gaming sessions. 

Users were interns at Philips Lighting. No objective or quantitative measurements were 

made, however the players were asked, after their playthrough, to speak their personal 

opinion on the current prototype state to highlight the negatives and positives. Using the 

feedback from the players, the prototype was adjusted. 
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3.7 Within-Group User Study 
Subsequently to the Pilot, a within-group user study was conducted. The following segments 

(3.7.1-3.7.2) describe the user criteria, testing parameters and flow, interview questions and 

measurements which define the study. 

 

3.7.1 User Group 
Users were gamers who can be defined as one of the following two personae defined by 

Aliakseyeu et al (2016):  

● Top Performer: Cares almost only about performing. Will reduce graphic settings 

in games to get higher framerates. Purchases high-end gaming gear. Plays highly 

competitive games such as Counter-Strike on PC and other competitive games 

both on PC and console. 

● Champ: Not as dedicated to performing as the Top Performers, but still regards it 

as important. Plays for example Call of Duty and other competitive games. Buys 

more games than the Top Performer. Mainly plays games with friends and family. 

 

Most importantly, these personae share the desire to perform in games. 

 

Furthermore, the users need to be familiar with the FPS genre and playing with a 

gamepad. This is to avoid a time-consuming learning curve. As described by Tan, S. (2012), 

experienced players are more able to utilize the full audiovisual spectrum where less 

skilled players tend to not utilize audio as much. Therefore, as understanding sound 

effects in game serve as a baseline in the tests, users’ previous experience within the FPS 

genre is relevant. 

 
18 participants, all male, were recruited through a recruitment agency with a large user 

database. The mean age was 24.5 with a standard deviation of 6.1. The median age was 

23. The youngest participants were 18 years old (n = 2). The oldest participant was 42 

years old. 

 
The following characteristics are the criteria for users being accepted into the study: 
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● Good ability to verbally express themselves and their opinion in English 

● Willingness to participate in a study regarding lighting (effects) 

● Interested in and open to new lighting system solutions 

● Plays console and or PC games at least 10 hours per week 

● Know game genre (First Person Shooter) and have no negative attitude towards 

genre 

● Considers performance to be an important aspect while gaming  

● Plays competitively at least once a week, for example online against other players 

● Experienced in using a gamepad, for example an Xbox or Playstation controller 

(NOT just keyboard and mouse) 

 

The following characteristics are criteria for users being excluded from the study: 

 

● Color blind users. Approximately 1/12 males and 1/200 females are colorblind on 

the red-green spectrum. On top of that, some people are color blind on the 

blue-yellow spectrum or even completely color blind (National Eye Institute, 2016). 

Even though a significant amount of people are color blind, taking color blindness 

into account is an element that will require a rework of the prototype’s color 

design, as well as potentially creating two separate populations within the 

recruited participants.  

● Other types of non-standard reactions to light such as photosensitivity that may 

cause danger to the user or reduce their experience, for example epilepsy or 

lighting-induced migraine 

● Age categories x < 18 and x > 45 (DOOM 3 is Pegi 18) 

● Has participated in a previous study about lighting effects and games or movies at 

Philips Lighting  

● Negative attitude towards the Philips brand (potential negative bias) 

● Philips Employees or interns (potential positive bias towards brand) 

● Working in related area, such as advertising industry, marketing, psychology 

(research), light industry (manufacturer, lighting design, distribution, or sales of 

lighting systems/control/home electronics) as it may cause bias towards the study. 
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3.7.2 Testing Parameters 
 

3.7.2.1 Test Flow 
Each user begins with signing a small consent form to allow the collection of data (video, 

audio, log from the game). Thereafter, the user is told that they will be playing the game 

DOOM 3 with a Logitech Controller. They are subsequently instructed with the following 

tasks when playing the game: 

● Progress as far as possible in the game (main criteria)  

● Kill all enemies they notice  

● Try to conserve ammunition when killing enemies 

● Try to take as little damage as possible while progressing 

 

The user is given these tasks to make the test results less blurry. If every user has a 

similar goal in their play, more precise data can be gathered. 3.4.2 explained the potential 

benefit of each developed effect, upon which these tasks have been constructed. 

 

 
3.7.1a - Test Flow 

 

Before playing the actual game sessions, the player is given five minutes to get 

acquainted with the controller and gameplay. During this time, the participant is allowed 

to ask questions about the controller and gameplay. If the participant does not ask 

questions about all the necessary game mechanics, the scientist proceeds to explain them 

to the participant. Most importantly, each user must know how the controller works, how 

pickups work and how to progress in the game.  

 

Each player will play the game twice; once with lighting support and once without. The 

user group is counterbalanced between lights/no lights sessions. If the group was not 

counterbalanced, there could be an issue with the learning effect impacting the study.  
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After each session the standardized Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) (Fox, C. M. & 

Brockmyer, J. H., 2013) Core Module is used to gather quantitative data about the player’s 

perception of their play session. The GEQ Core Module contains several aspects of the 

user’s gameplay (Competence, Sensory and Imaginative Immersion, Flow, 

Tension/Annoyance, Challenge, Negative affect, Positive affect). The full spectrum of 

questions is required as the goal of the study becomes too obvious (potentially biasing 

the participants) if only questions regarding the player’s competence are included. 

 

After the play sessions and questionnaires, the user is interviewed semi-structurally to 

both get answers to specific questions and let the users speak their mind. The main goal 

of the interview is to get a good understanding of the user’s own analysis of their 

perceived performance change with the supportive lighting. Additionally, the interview 

aims to get an idea of the users’ opinion of the individual lighting effects and the 

prototype as a whole. The interview will take 15 – 30 minutes and will be audio recorded. 

The following are the questions the user will be asked after the second play session, after 

the second questionnaire has been filled in:  

 

● If you have any general feedback you would like to provide, you may do so now. 

● Please tell me which lighting effects you noticed, and try to explain to me how they 

worked. (This question was altered after four participants, see 4.1.2) 

● (Depending on the answer from 7, explain the ones they missed/got wrong). 

Please try to order the effects from the one you liked the most to the one you liked 

the least. Please explain your choices and what you liked or disliked about the 

effects. 

● How do you think the light effects affected your focus on the screen or the sound? 

● Did you perceive any difference in your own performance between the two play 

sessions? Why was there a difference? 

● Do you think you could get (even) better at using the system if you had more time 

using it? 

● Do you consider the light effects or sound effects to be the most helpful? Why? 

● Do you think that the combined functionality of lighting and sound is greater than 

by their own? 
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● Do you have any final remarks? 

 

3.7.2.2 Data Measurements 
While the user is playing, several data will be logged: 

● Total life lost  

● Total armor lost 

● number of deaths  

● Bullets/projectiles fired, per weapon 

● Successful hits from bullets/projectiles, per weapon 

● Progression (how far the user gets), measured with self-defined checkpoints 

● Enemies missed (that were ran past) 

 

This will be done through the game code to avoid human error in post-analysis and 

logging.  

 

Subjective measurements are gathered in form of quantitative data from the GEQ and in 

form of qualitative data from the interview (both described in 3.7.2.1). 

 

3.7.2.4 In-Game Starting Point 
Starting position is the same as in the pilot study, which was described in 3.5.   
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4. Results and Analysis 
This section presents and analyses the results from the GEQ, interviews as well as the objective 

performance data that was logged from within the game. The programming language R was 

used to do statistical calculations. R scripts can be delivered upon request. 

 

4.1 Results and Prototype Adjustments Pilot Study 
 

4.1.1 Results & Prototype Adjustments Pilot Part 1 
The prototype was played for 30 minutes by the first user, and 10 minutes by the second 

user. They were both present in the room during the whole time, discussing the light 

effects. 

 

User 1 is male, 23 years old and plays games 6 hours per week on average but considers 

his gameplay time very fluctuating. User 1 plays competitive Counter-Strike:GO online. 

User 2 is male, 23 years old and recently does not play a lot of games due to lack of time. 

However, before the summer of 2016 he used to play more; approximately 15 hours per 

week. Both users have previous experience with First Person Shooter games. Both players 

perceive that they are competitive players, especially when playing against others. 

 

The session started out with User 1 playing. During playing, he was asked to think aloud 

(transcribed in appendix II), mainly focusing on explaining his perception of the light 

effects. User 2 was discussing user 1’s reactions as well as his own thoughts while 

watching.  

 

User 1 found that the implemented light effects helped greatly. He especially thought that 

the positional light effects from enemy sounds were helpful in locating threats. He 

believed that he could get even better at using the system by training with it. He liked the 

green light effect when an enemy died, quote: “It’s like some kind of victory element”. 

However, he considered the same light effect to be too bright. He thought that sometimes 

when there were a lot of nearby enemies, the lighting effects were too chaotic and 

became more of a distraction. 
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User 2, while playing a shorter time, found that he used the sound more than the light 

effects. However, he acknowledged that user 1 clearly utilized the light effects to his 

benefit. He also thought that the green light effect was too bright. He also believed that 

he could get better at using the system by training with it. 

 

Because of their feedback, the kill confirmed effect was adjusted to a slightly lower 

brightness. 

 

4.1.2 Results & Prototype Adjustments Pilot Part 2 
The prototype was played for 30 minutes by three participants. All participants were 

Philips Lighting interns. Participant 1 is male, 23 years old and is the same person as user 

2 in the previous section. Participant 2 is female, 25 years old and is very inexperienced 

with gaming. Participant 3 is male, 22 years old and is inexperienced with first-person 

shooters but is a dedicated gamer who plays several hours of strategy games per day. 

 

The first participant had the same instructions as the first participant in Pilot part 1, 

however he was not asked to think aloud while playing, to allow him to focus on the game 

instead of speaking. Importantly, this participant was well aware of the functionality of the 

light effects in beforehand as his opinion had been asked several times throughout the 

development of the effects. During testing, he did not find the directional sound effect 

helpful, but liked the directional damage and kill confirmed effects. In the beginning of the 

play session, the participant had issues with opening a door, which requires picking up a 

keycard in an adjacent room and subsequently pressing a button by the side of the door. 

 

The second participant got a more detailed tutorial of the light effects, in an attempt to 

see whether that was helpful in terms of the perceived usefulness of the effects. She was 

very positive towards the lights, and though they were very easy to understand and use. 

She thought the controller was much harder to understand and learn than the light 

effects. She appreciated the tutorial very much. This participant also had issues with 

finding out how to open the door in the beginning of the game. 

 

The third participant did not receive the tutorial that the second participant got. He also 

claimed he barely noticed the light effects - he said he was so focused on the game that 
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he did not pay any attention at all to the light effects. He also had issues with the door in 

the beginning of the game. As this participant did not notice the effects, he wanted to try 

to play a second time after having the light effects explained to him, and thought they 

would be helpful for him had he known more about how they work. Importantly, after the 

interview ended discussion was held on the issue with the door in the beginning of the 

game and he thought it would be a good idea to have a light effect that highlights 

(punctuates) the event. This, in combination with the previous participants having the 

same issue, led to the development of the Key Item Pickup Effect.  

 

4.2 Results Within-Group Study 
 

4.2.1 Method Adjustment 
It was observed during the first four participants that the light effects were not intuitive in 

their functionality. The participants’ own explanations of the light effects were incorrect 

during the interviews (question two).  

 

Thus, before the participant played with lights, the light effects were objectively explained 

to them. There was no value put towards the potential impact from the light effects (e.g. 

towards performance or immersion). The light effects were purely explained in terms of 

how they work. 

 

As a results, the first four participants have been removed from data analysis. The 

resulting study population (n=14) had a mean age of 24, standard deviation of 4.20, 

median age of 23.5. The youngest participant was 18 years old, the oldest participant was 

32 years old. 

 

Additionally, Question 2 was altered to accommodate the change. As players now had the 

effects explained to them, Q2 was changed into “I explained the light effects to you 

before. Now I would like you to explain them to me” in order to assess whether the 

participants remembered how the light effects work. 
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4.2.2 Perceived Performance Results - GEQ 
GEQ competence data was analysed. Other aspects (e.g. immersion, positive affect, 

negative affect) were not regarded. Each question can get a score from 0-4 on an ordinal 

scale. Competence analysis, according to GEQ guidelines, is supposed to be done on the 

aggregate of questions Q2, Q10, Q15, Q17 and Q21 (Fox, C. M. & Brockmyer, J. H., 2013). 

Both the questions’ individual results as well as the aggregate are presented below (fig 

4.2.2). 

 

Question  Mean value 
(Lights) 

Standard 
deviation 
(Lights) 

Mean Value (No 
Lights) 

Standard 
Deviation (No 
Lights) 

Q2 “I felt skilful”  2.57  0.65  1.93  1.00 

Q10 “I felt 
competent” 

2.50  0.65  2.21  0.89 

Q15 “I was 
good at it” 

2.43  0.76  2.00  1.18 

Q17 “I felt 
successful” 

2.43  0.51  2.14  0.95 

Q21 “I was fast 
at reaching the 
game’s targets” 

2.43  1.02  1.71  1.14 

Aggregate  2.47  0.54  2.00  0.78 
Fig 4.2.2 - GEQ competence results 

The mean value for the aggregate perceived performance is higher for lights than for no 

lights: 2.47 > 2.00. In the following sections, this difference will be further analyzed and 

checked for statistical significance. 

 

4.2.2.1 Statistical Analysis of GEQ - Lights vs No Lights 
The following table (4.2.2.1a) gives us an overview of the aggregate perceived 

performance, with and without lights. The averages will result in the same as described in 

4.2.2. APPWIL shows Average Perceived Performance With Lights and APPWOL shows 

Average Perceived Performance Without Lights. User ID:s ending with NL played without 
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lights first and subsequently with lights. User ID:s ending with LN played with lights first 

and subsequently without.  

 

User ID  APPWIL  APPWOL 

U5ZNL  1.6  1.0 

U6GLN  2.8  1.8 

U7SNL  2.2  1.6 

U8DLN  2.2  2.0 

U9FNL  2.8  2.0 

U10JLN  2.4  2.8 

U11MNL  2.0  1.0 

U12JLN  1.8  1.4 

U13JNL  3.0  1.2 

U14DLN  3.0  3.2 

U15MNL  2.6  1.8 

U16MLN  2.4  2.8 

U17UNL  3.6  3.4 

U18DLN 2.2  2.0 
Table 4.2.2.1a - Perceived Performance 

 

The following figure is a plot of these data (4.2.2.1b), showing the distribution of the 

points. As expected, two bumps are visible in the graph (clearer for No Lights), indicating 

the learning effect between the two play sessions. 
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Fig 4.2.2.1b - Perceived Performance plot 

 

The data is not normally distributed for the No Lights group, which is expected due to 

there being two sessions where the participants had no lights. A Shapiro-Wilk test of 

Normal Distribution gives the No Lights group a p-value of 0.249, which is deemed low 

(signifying that data is potentially not normally distributed). A Q-Q plot was used to 

determine whether data can be considered normally distributed (Fig 4.2.2.1c). 
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Fig 4.2.2.1c - Q-Q plot of No Lights distribution 

 

In fig 4.2.2.1c it seems that the data is not necessarily normally distributed; it could be but 

also seems right skewed. The low sample size has a negative effect on this analysis. Thus, 

a nonparametric test was chosen to determine whether perceived performance was 

increased or not. It is important to note that the Lights group data seems normally 

distributed, which was not expected given the two different sessions. However, as the No 

Lights data is possibly not, a non-parametric test is required regardless of the distribution 

of the Lights data. 

 

With the presented series (APPWIL & APPWOL), a Wilcoxon signed rank test was 

conducted to determine whether there was a statistically significant difference in the 

perceived performance between lights and no lights. This was deemed possible as the 

groups were counterbalanced to cancel out the learning effect. Most importantly, the 

statistical test generated a p-value of 0.007, showing that the perceived performance is 

statistically significantly improved by the implemented light effects. 
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4.2.2.2 Statistical analysis of group No Lights → Lights & Lights → 
No Lights 
As the participant group was counterbalanced with one group playing without lights first 

and subsequently with lights and the other inverted, it is possible to do a between-group 

analysis on them, to determine whether the perceived performance deltas (difference 

between the two sessions) differed. In essence, this measures whether the players 

perceived a bigger performance gain between the sessions if they played first without 

lights and then with lights. While it was seen in 4.2.2.1 that players with lights perceived a 

performance improvement over no lights, this measurement it tells us whether players 

felt a bigger increase in their performance depending on the order of the light setup. 

  

User ID  Deltas No Lights → Lights  Deltas Lights → No Lights 

U5ZNL  0.6   

U6GLN    -1 

U7SNL  0.6   

U8DLN    -0.2 

U9FNL  0.8   

U10JLN    0.4 

U11MNL  1.0   

U12JLN    -0.4 

U13JNL  1.8   

U14DLN    0.2 

U15MNL  0.8   

U16MLN    0.4 

U17UNL  0.2   

U18DLN   -0.2 
Table 4.2.2.2a - Perceived Performance Deltas between sessions  
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Looking at the data in table 4.2.2.2a, there is an obvious difference. However, before 

conducting tests for statistical significance, the distributions need to be examined to 

determine whether the data is normally distributed (fig 4.2.2.2b). 

 
Fig 4.2.2.2b - Distribution between-group deltas 

 

By eyeing these distributions, normal distribution cannot be assumed. A Shapiro-Wilk test 

for normal distribution returns a p-value of 0.28 for No Lights → Lights and 0.39 for Lights 

→ No Lights. The values are deemed low, warranting a Q-Q plot analysis of the No 

Lights->Lights group. 
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Fig 4.2.2.2c - Q-Q plot No Lights → Lights 

 

As seen in fig 4.2.2.2c, the data seems to follow the normal distribution with one or two 

outliers, or is potentially heavily tailed. However, as the data set is already small with 

seven data points per group, a nonparametric test was chosen instead of data cleaning. 

Most importantly, a p-value of 0.0029 shows us that the perceived performance increase 

for the participants in the No Lights → Lights group between gaming session one and two 

was statistically significantly larger than for the inverted group. 

 

4.2.3 Interview Results 
As the interviews were semi-structured around nine questions, this section will summarize the 

key points from each of the questions as well as introduce user-specific comments. 

Transcriptions or audio recordings from the interviews are not available due to privacy policies. 

Interview notes and detailed summaries are available in Appendix IV. The headline of each 
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question only contains the question subject, but the actual question is written in italics under 

each headline. 

 

4.2.3.1 Question 1 - General Feedback 
If you have any general feedback you would like to provide, you may do so now. 

 

12 participants mentioned that lights helped with performance aspects. The directional 

sound effect was mentioned 7 times, kill confirmed effect was mentioned 3 times, 

directional damage effect was mentioned 1 time and the key item pickup effect was 

mentioned 1 time. Other benefits were mentioned one time (U8DLN in Appendix IV). 

Participants generally mentioned that the yellow light was helpful to locate enemies and 

the green one to know when an enemy really was dead. 

 

11 participants mentioned that lights were immersive. U9FNL, U13JNL and U14DLN did 

not mention anything about immersion, intensity, experience or other synonyms to 

immersion.  

 

Three participants mentioned issues with the physical position of the lights. U13JNL 

thought the back-right light was positioned too far back and was unable to see it properly. 

U15MNL and U17UNL did not feel they noticed the lights in the back. 

 

4.2.3.2 Question 2 - Light Effect Explanations 
I explained the light effects to you before. Now I would like you to explain them to me. 

 

Six participants explained the effects correctly without any errors. Six participants 

explained the effects almost correctly with a minor error. For example, this could be that 

they forgot about the white light flash (which happened a maximum of two times 

throughout each session) or did not mention that the red lights also were directional in 

the same way as the yellow lights. Two participants made big mistakes in their 

explanations of the light effects (U11MNL and U6GLN). They explained more than one 

effect incorrectly, missed the directionality of the effects and gave a general sense that 

they had misunderstood other aspects of the effects.  
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4.2.3.3 Question 3 - Light Effect Rankings 
Please order the light effects from the one you liked the most to the one you liked the least and 

explain your choices. 

 

The following table displays the distribution of the effects’ position in the ordered list, 

according to the participants: 

 

  first  second  third  fourth 

Directional sound  8  2  2  1 

Kill Confirmed  3  5  4  1 

Directional Damage  2  4  6  1 

Key Item Pickup  0  2  1  10 
Table 4.2.3.3a - Light effect enjoyment distribution 

 

If each effect is awarded a score of 0 to 3 depending on the position in the list they 

received from each participant (0 if last, 3 if first), an approximate average indication of 

the participants’ opinions on the effects is received. The distribution is 30 points for the 

directional sound effect,  23 points for the kill confirmed effect, 20 points for the 

directional damage effect and finally 5 points for the key item pickup effect. The data 

from U5ZNL is missing as that question accidentally was skipped during the interview. 

 

The directional sound effect was mostly praised because it was helpful to know where 

enemies were coming from. U17UNL, who placed the effect last, had not noticed the 

directionality of the effects whatsoever. 

 

The kill confirmed effect was both enjoyed for its informative function (save bullets, know 

an enemy is really dead) and because it was a sort of victory element that gave the 

participant motivation. 
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The directional damage effect was mainly enjoyed for similar reasons (information, 

direction) as the directional sound effect.  However, some players thought the effect was 

stressful. U12JLN who put the effect last, thought the effect was flashing too much when 

he was hurt, especially in melee range. Conversely, he thinks he could get used to it with 

practice. U13JNL thought the effect was distracting. 

 

The key item pickup effect was ranked last for a majority of the participants. The 

participants said that the effect did not really give them anything. They claimed to notice 

these pickups by themselves without the aid of the light effect. U5ZNL mentioned he liked 

the effect but as he never was asked for a specific order, his data is missing.  

 

4.2.3.4 Question 4 - Light Effects Focus Impact 
How do you think the light effects affected your focus on the screen or the sound? 

 

The participants generally did not mention specifically whether the lights affected their 

focus on specifically the screen or the sound, but rather wanted to talk about their 

general focus while playing. 9 of the participants mentioned a general increase in focus 

because of the light effects. Out of these, Four participants thought the lights were 

distracting in the beginning but got used to them after a while.  

 

U6GLN and U15MNL said they sometimes lost focus on the screen and looked at the 

lights. U17UNL said the lights made him focus less on the sound. U5ZNL said the lights 

made him stressed in combat situations. U13JNL felt distracted when taking damage 

because of the lights, as he started looking at the lights instead of the screen. 

 

4.2.3.5 Question 5 - Perceived Performance 
Did you perceive any difference in your own performance between the two play sessions? Why 

was there a difference? 

 

12 out of 14 participants thought they did better the second time. This was mainly 

attributed to different types of learning, such as learning the controller better or 

remembering what to do and the locations of enemies. Among the players that thought 
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the light effects were helpful, they attributed part of their success in their lights 

playthrough to the light effects. 

 

U5ZNL thought his first session went better but thought it was purely a coincidence and 

did not want to attribute it to the light system at all. U8DLN thought the first time was 

better because he did better in combat and knew when to proceed because of the lights. 

 

4.2.3.6 Question 6 - System Training 
Do you think you could get better at using the system if you had more time to practice with it? 

 

Every participant except for U11MNL thought the lights could help them play better with 

practice.  

 

4.2.3.7 Question 7 - Lights or Sounds for Performance 
Do you consider the light or sound effects to be the most helpful? Why? 

 

10 out of 14 participants thought the light effects were more helpful than sounds. 

Common arguments were that they are clearer and more easily interpreted and that they 

are not cluttered, which sounds are.  

 

U7SNL, U9FNL, U14DLN and U17UNL thought sound effects were more important for 

performance. Interestingly, the three latter of these participants had the highest overall 

performance score, progression score and combat score (see 4.2.4). This is elaborated on 

in 5.2.4. 

 

4.2.3.8 Question 8 - Lights Plus Sounds for Performance 
Do you think that the combined functionality of lighting and sound is greater than either on 

their own? 

 

All participants thought the combination of lights and sounds to be superior to either on 

their own, with some conditions. U8DLN notes that he thinks there would have to be 

several adjustable settings to accommodate for player-specific needs. U17UNL agrees 
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that the combination might be best but thinks the addition of lights would just generate a 

very small, if any, improvement in performance.  

 

4.2.3.9 Question 9 - Final Remarks & Immersion vs Performance 
Do you have any final remarks? (Players were additionally asked to split 100 points between 

immersion and performance, for the current light system. This additional question was added 

after U6GLN meaning the data for U5ZNL and U6GLN is missing.) 

 

The following table shows the distribution of the 100 points that the participants were 

asked to give the light system between immersion and performance. 

 

User  Performance  Immersion 

U5ZNL  N/A  N/A 

U6GLN  N/A  N/A 

U7SNL  40  60 

U9DLN  30  70 

U9FNL  40  60 

U10JLN  20  80 

U11MNL  40  60 

U12JLN  70  30 

U13JNL  40  60 

U14DLN  60  40 

U15MNL  80  20 

U16MLN  30  70 

U17UNL  40  60 

U18DLN  40  60 

Average  44  56 
Table 4.2.3.9a - performance/immersion light system balance 
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Table 4.2.3.9a shows that the distribution of points is quite similar between immersion 

and performance. This also reflects the fact that most users commented both on 

immersive and performance aspects in the beginning of the interview, unprovoked. 

Additional final remarks are available in Appendix IV. 

 

4.2.4 Objective Performance Results & Analysis 
Several data were logged throughout the play sessions.  Complete data tables are available in 

Appendix V. Three units were created based on the players’ performances, apart from the 

measured units: Progression score, Combat Score and total Performance Score. These will 

subsequently be described and analyzed in the following sections. 

 

4.2.4.1 Progress Score & Analysis 
The main criteria for players was that they should try to progress as far as possible in the 

game. To measure this, a checkpoint system was created, consisting of 33 evenly 

distributed points throughout the game, from the start location in “Mars City” to the 

farthest point any player reached.  

 

● The average number of checkpoints reached for all of the No Lights sessions was 

31.29.  

● The average number of checkpoints reached for all of the Lights sessions was 

32.14 

● The mean difference between the groups is 0.85. 
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Fig 4.2.4.1a shows these data distributed:  

 
4.2.4.1a - number of reached checkpoints 

 

However, this measurement does not take in-game deaths into account - it adds together 

the total number of checkpoints for all of the playthroughs (i.e. if a player got 8 

checkpoints, died and then got 10 checkpoints the second time, their total score would be 

18).  

 

 
Fig 4.2.4.1b - Progress Score 
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If the number of checkpoints is weighed with the number of deaths (fig 4.2.3.1b), another 

score unit is created, named the progress score. It balances the score by giving a penalty to 

players that died several times throughout their playthrough and thus re-played the same 

segment several times. 

 

● The average progress score for all of the No Lights sessions was 25.85.  

● The average progress score for all of the Lights sessions was 27.66.  

● The mean difference between these groups is 1.81 

 
Fig 4.2.4.1c - Performance score Lights vs No Lights 

 

A Shapiro-Wilk normal distribution test gives a p-value of 0.8155 for the Lights group and 

0.3615 for the No Lights group. Further investigation by visual observation of the Q-Q plot 

for the No Light group (fig 4.2.3.1d) shows us an unclear distribution, warranting 

nonparametric data analysis.  
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Fig 4.2.4.1d - Q-Q plots for No Lights Group 

 

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test returns a p-value of 0.406, which shows us that the 

progression score increase between a playthrough with lights vs without lights is 

inconclusive and not statistically significant. 

 

4.2.4.2 Combat Score Analysis 
A combat score unit (fig 4.2.4.2a) was created to measure how well the participants fared 

in combat.  Accuracy was calculated from rifle data, for two reasons. First, the rifle was by 

far the most used weapon, giving more accurate statistical readings. Second, the intended 

effect from the Kill Confirmed effect, was that players may be able to save ammunition 

due to the added value from the effect, letting them know they can stop shooting, 

potentially more quickly. Because the wait time between shots for the shotgun gives the 

player a lot of time to realize whether the enemy was eliminated or not, the effect could 
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only be helpful under very certain circumstances for that weapon, warranting its 

exclusion. 

 

 
Fig 4.2.4.2a - Combat Score formula  2

 

The combat score unit takes several in-game performance aspects in consideration. First, 

the number of kills made by the player and their accuracy positively affect combat score. 

Second, the total number of deaths negatively affect combat score. Third, the total 

number of lost health and armor negatively affect the combat score. To account for the 

otherwise overly potent factor, lost health and armor is divided by a factor of 400. This 

means that losing a total of 400 armor or health has the same impact as one death.  

 

As the accuracy is a value between 0 and 1, and the values in the denominator in the best 

possible scenario (player never dies and never takes damage) equals 1, a perfectly 

efficient player receives a score equals to their number of kills. To conclude, the score 

takes accuracy, combat effectiveness and survivability into account into one single unit. 

The unit is not susceptible to a player eliminating one enemy in the start of the game with 

perfect efficiency and then waiting due to the scaling number of kills factor.  

 

The average rifle accuracy for the No Lights group was 0.392 (sdev = 0.051) and 0.375 (sdev 

= 0.048) for the Lights group. No further analysis is required as the hypothesis that the 

accuracy for the Lights group would be higher due to the help from the Kill Confirmed 

effect can be dismissed without analysis. 

 

The average combat score for the No Lights group was 9.135 (sdev = 4.12) with an average 

of 65.9 killed enemies, 0.79 deaths, 333 lost health and 256 lost armor. The combat score 

2 Other formulas were tried, for example using the natural logarithm to scale health+armor. However, this formula was 
deemed more logical. Statistical results were similar. 
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for the Lights group was 9.138 (sdev = 4.00) with an average of 67 killed enemies, 0.79 

deaths, 343 lost health and 266 lost armor. 

 
Fig 4.2.4.2b - Combat Score distribution 

 

Fig 4.2.4.2b seemingly shows that there are two populations within the No Lights group. 

Thus, we perform a nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, which returns a  p-value of 

0.509, showing that that the average combat score increase for the Lights group is not 

statistically significant. 

 

4.2.4.3 Performance Score Analysis 
The total performance score was calculated by multiplying the progression score with the 

combat score. As the progression score average is around 6 times higher than the 

average combat score, it needs to be transparent that the performance score values 

progression higher than combat skill. However, as the main criteria for the playthrough 

was that the participants tried to reach as far as possible in the game, this was deemed 

legitimate. 
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The average performance score for the No Lights group was 269 and 281 for the Lights 

group. The distribution plot for the performance score is shown in fig 4.2.4.3.  

 
Fig 4.2.4.3 - Performance Score Distribution 

 

This distribution is clearly not a normal distribution, thus a nonparametric Wilcoxon rank 

sum test was used. A p-value of 0.524 was returned, showing that the average 

performance score increase with Lights is not statistically significant. 
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5. Discussion 
 
5.1 Perceived Performance Increase 
It seems hard to deny that the players’ perceived performance increased. GEQ 

measurements as well as interview results both quantitatively and qualitatively 

statistically significantly support the theory.  

 

Potentially, the participants could have been primed by the research design to 

subconsciously provide higher score for performance in the GEQ. However, there are 

counter-arguments to this. First, the players were never informed about what the study 

was looking into. The functionality of the light effects was described without any 

emphasis on their potential effect on the performance of the player. Second, the 

participants unprovoked and explicitly explained why they thought the light effects made 

them play better, in the interviews. Therefore, it is concluded that perceived performance 

did increase when the participants were assisted by external lighting. 

 

Even though the objective measurements of the players’ performance does not correlate 

with their perceived increase in performance, it is not certain that the lights cannot 

improve performance. There might be several explanations as to why the players did not 

play better even though it is possible for them to utilize the light system to their benefit. 

Different scenarios will be covered in the subsequent sections. 

 

5.2 Objective Performance Change Theories 
In the results it was shown that the players’ objective performances when assisted by external 

lighting are inconclusive and not statistically significant. In this section, possible explanations 

are discussed. 

 

5.2.1 External Lights Effects Are Not Helpful 
The most immediate and simplest conclusion to draw is that the light effects do not help 

players to perform better at all. The data supports this theory in several ways. However, 

as the participants themselves explained how the light effects helped them to perform 
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better, it becomes interesting to figure out why there was support for the benefits of the 

light effects when it is not reflected in the data. 

 

Potentially, there could be a theoretical advantage that players were not and perhaps 

never will be able to take advantage of. Subconsciously, the information that sound 

provides them with in combination with the on-screen information in their foveal view 

might just be analyzed faster or at the same speed than when additionally supported by 

the light effects. In this scenario, the human factor is the issue. Players might think they 

can utilize the light effects because they are easy to understand and theoretically provide 

relevant information, but when it comes to reaction times and appropriate response, 

their physiology limits them from utilizing the light effects to their benefit. Therefore, 

while the light effects do give them information, the increased attention given to the lights 

might simply reduce their attention towards the other modalities, causing their 

performance to be similar. 

 
5.2.2 Players Need Training (with the System) 
Tan, S. et al. (2012) found that the more experienced the player is, the better they utilize 

audio to their advantage when playing. In fact, inexperienced players play worse with 

sound than they do without sound. There is a tipping point where players are able to use 

the sounds more to their advantage instead of being confused by them. 

 

This information gives us two potential explanations to the results: 

● All of the players are, at this point, unable to use the system to their advantage. 

Similarly to how players have had to train with audio to be able to use it to their 

advantage, players might simply need more time with the light effect system to be 

able to benefit from it.  

● Some of the participants may be too inexperienced gamers to use the system. 

There could be different populations of players within the examined group, which 

are not clearly visible due to the low sample size. Further research with a bigger 

sample size and longer play time could potentially expose logical clusters of 

participants, showing a similar tipping point. 
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Another plausible theory is that the participants already are able to utilize the light effects 

to their benefit. However, because the data was collected over a continuous 25 minute 

period, we do not see the benefit from the light effects in the participants play because 

they played worse in the beginning while they were learning the system. In further 

studies, this could be negated by having segmented data logged in combination with a 

longer play time to potentially see a tipping point where the light effects start to help 

instead of confuse, stress or in other ways cripple the participants’ play. 

 

In fact, seven participants (U5ZNL, U6GLN, U11MNL, U12JLN, U13JNL U14DLN & U15MNL) 

mentioned somewhere in the interview that they thought the lights were, at some point, 

confusing, stressful or divided their attention away from the screen. U5ZNL said that the 

effects sometimes during combat made him “shoot everywhere” because he was stressed 

from the light effects.  All of these participants were convinced that they could, by training 

with the system, learn to disregard these things and use the system to their advantage. 

This could imply that there is indeed a learning curve that needs to be traversed before 

the player can benefit from the system. U14DLN specifically said he felt the learning 

curve. At first, he thought the lights were distracting but after around a third of the time 

he felt he had gotten used to the system. Potentially, he was a fast learner, showing the 

possibility of learning the system. However, further measurements are required to 

investigate this more in detail.  

 

U6GLN, U11MNL and U15MNL specifically mentioned that they moved their visual focus 

away from the screen to look at the lights. This reminds us of the in-the-wings-effect, 

when the audio-viewer moves their attention away from the screen because they 

(subconsciously) experience that the in-game/cinematic world literally is extended into 

the real world. Additionally, it is similar to the effect of a highly or maximally dividing 

ambient information system. It is important to acknowledge that this effect was perceived 

by the participants, because it highlights the importance of testing and understanding 

how players react to these stimuli. Interestingly, the participants (as aforementioned) 

think they can get used to the effects by training, and not lose their focus. Therefore, 

longevity testing is paramount here, as it can highlight whether this issue can be trained 

away or not, paving the way for future design choices with external light effects.  
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5.2.3 Recklessness Theory 
Assuming that the means which have been identified are the true means, the participants 

perform worse or similar in combat (lower accuracy but similar combat score) but they 

get slightly further in the game. This could mean that the lights enable the participants to 

play more reckless. In essence, they can take more risks and thus get further in the game. 

 

5.2.4 Some Players Are Too Skilled 
Since the light effects do not necessarily bring any new information to the players, it is 

possible that the best players already are able to extract the information they need from 

the sound. The three most competent players in the study (U9FNL, U14DLN and U17UNL) 

all would choose sounds over lights for performance. Therefore, for the top performer, 

receiving extra confirmation through lights may simply be a waste. Visual observation of 

the graph for progression score shows some indication that this may be true. Fig 5.2.4 

shows that the worst performances were better for the lights group than for the no lights 

group. Assuming this data is indicative of the true distribution, support for the 

aforementioned theory can be found.  

 
Fig 5.2.4 - Progress Score Graph 
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However, the data is seemingly flawed. For example, it was expected that there should be 

two populations in both the Lights and No Lights group (for progression and combat 

respectively), because of the learning effect between the two play sessions. However, as 

there seemingly only are two populations in the combat score for the No Lights group 

(and not in the Lights group), parallel to there seemingly being two populations in the 

Lights group for the number of reached checkpoints (and not in the No Lights group), 

something seems amiss. Therefore, whether the shown data is simply random because of 

the low sample size or if this a representation of the actual distribution can only be 

determined with a bigger sample size. 

 

5.2.5 Light Positioning 
There is a possibility that the participants partly were unable to use the lights to their 

advantage because of incorrect physical positioning of the lights. Three participants 

(U13JNL, U15MNL and U17UNL) mentioned they had issues with noticing the lights in the 

back, which possibly could indicate that there is an underlying issue. Importantly, no 

comments were made on the position of the lights in the front, signifying that if there is 

an issue, it most likely is with the back lights. Therefore, sensible further investigation 

would look into and measure reaction times and identifiability (i.e. test if participants can 

say which lights turn on in what color, and how fast) for different positions for the back 

lights. Potentially, a local optimum could be found which later could become a standard 

recommendation. 

 

5.3 The Vocabulary’s Usefulness 
 

5.3.1 The General & Informative Properties 
The usability of the vocabulary was shortly demonstrated in the explanation of the light 

effects in 3.4.2. It was used to describe the practical function of the effects but mainly how 

it relates to the other in-game content. Similarly to how Chion uses his theories to explain 

how the auditory and visual relate to each other, explaining the light effects’ relation to 

the audio-visual was possible. However, the vocabulary cannot, at this point, be attributed 

any success in terms of its usefulness in improving the player’s objective performance. 

Finally, the in-the-wings effect seemingly appeared in some instances, dividing players’ 
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attention away from the screen. This further shows how the vocabulary can be used to 

understand certain specific instances of the players’ behaviour when playing - even 

though the in-the-wings effect is not a desired effect. 

 

Furthermore, the color schemes and light effect design was not criticized by the 

participants (except for U17UNL). As Chion describes, synchresis is the effect that the 

audio-viewer believes and accepts sounds as correctly correlated to a visual event and 

because of the synchronization of the two. Similarly, we argue that synchresis applies with 

the external lighting design as well - because the audiovisual and light is synchronized, it 

is believable and does not get questioned to (almost) any extent. Additionally, this feeling 

theoretically is reinforced because the chosen color of the effects follows the conventions 

of some abstract meaning of the audiovisual event, e.g. the choice of the color yellow for 

the danger of proximate enemies. It would be interesting to investigate whether the 

choice of color or if the exact synchronizations are the most important for the 

participants in terms of believability.  

 

5.3.2 The Immersive Aspects 
The implementation of the light effects were not focused on being immersive. However, 

the effects were described as such by several of the participants. This was for example 

shown in questions one (4.2.3.1) and nine (4.2.3.9) of the interviews. 

 

A common comment about the Kill Confirmed effect was that it gave the participants 

extra motivation, that it felt like a victory element. In 2.4.3.4 and 2.4.4.3 respectively, the 

informative and immersive aspects of punctuation were separately described. This goes 

hand-in-hand with the theory, showing that similarly to how audio can signify the start, 

end, or pause of audiovisual events, so can the lights. 

 

Furthermore, the participants highlighted how the effects intensified the game and put 

the player on alert. U6GLN specifically commented on how the orange lights (directional 

sound effect) made him aware of the nearby enemies, intensifying the action because of 

the feeling that he was going to die (in the game). U11MNL had a similar comment about 

the red lights. U10JLN used the word “intensity” to describe the immersive aspects. These 

comments closely resemble the effects from sound flow and external logic, explained in 
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2.4.4.2. The lights are jerky or jumpy because they mimic the external logic of the game’s 

sound effects - bullets being fired, sharp footstep sounds and evil growls. Ultimately, this 

seemingly shows that lighting effects, compared to sound, can have similar impact on the 

audio-viewers reaction to the audiovisual content, when it follows similar patterns. 

 

As these comments about intensity and immersion seemingly align well with the theory, it 

bodes well for the usage of the vocabulary in understanding how light effects can be 

designed to achieve a desired effect. Additionally, it can help us understand why certain 

effects have the impact they have on the audio-viewer. 

 

5.5 Future Research:  
 
5.5.1 Prospects for the Hearing Impaired 
As audio inevitably is an important factor when trying to perform in games, there is one 

group that definitely misses out: the deaf and hearing-impaired. Even if the light system 

that has been created in this study cannot improve the performance for players with 

normal hearing, it could potentially prove a vital tool for the competitive hearing-impaired 

gamer. Currently, there is a market for vibrating (haptic) gaming headsets, for example 

the Genius Gaming model HS-G500V. Thus, comparing this haptic feedback with the 

implemented light system could potentially indicate the need for a shift in the 

state-of-the-art technology for supporting hearing-impaired gamers who are trying to 

perform when playing games. 

 

5.5.2 Exploring the effects of audio removal 
In this thesis project, no exploration was made where the study participants had to play 

Doom 3 without audio. Perhaps an interesting addition to the study would be to examine 

the effects of removing the audio from the game. In this case, comparisons could be 

made between the performance increase from having audio, the external light effects, 

both or neither of them. Results from this study could perhaps shed light on how the 

participants utilize and prioritize the different modalities in different scenarios. However 

and importantly, games are generally designed to utilize sound effects. The external light 

effects created in this thesis project were added upon the video game post-launch. This 
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difference could perhaps cause unforeseeable effects in the study, as the conception of 

the effects differs greatly. 
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6. Conclusion 
As the number of competitive players in the world is increasing, there is potential in the 

introduction of new technologies that help players perform in games. This project set out 

to do so with the assistance of external lights.  

 

Initially, a vocabulary based on the audio-vision theories of Michel Chion was created. The 

vocabulary highlighted the similarities between the lighting and auditory domain, which is 

relevant as audio is a critical aspect in gaming performance. This relationship could be 

used through first identifying critical audiovisual cues in first-person shooter games, and 

then translating them into the lighting domain. Therefore, the vocabulary could 

sufficiently be used to describe the created lighting effects, as intended. Finally, both the 

informative and immersive aspects of the vocabulary and light effects were discussed, 

showing promise for the usefulness of the vocabulary in both areas.  

 

The first hypothesis H1, that players perform better in games when supported by external 

lights is rejected due to inconclusive and insignificant results. Both H1a and H1b (that 

players perform better in combat and progress further with lights, respectively) are 

rejected, due to inconclusive and insignificant results. To fully understand the reasons 

behind the results, a larger sample size, as well as longevity testing to give the players a 

greater chance of fully learning to use the system, is required. This is deemed especially 

relevant as the players themselves thought they performed better, but did not. Because 

of this rejection, the aforementioned vocabulary cannot at this point be deemed 

successful in terms of being used as a theoretical ground to create light effects that 

objectively improve player performance. 

 

The second hypothesis H2 is accepted due to the statistically significantly perceived 

performance improvement, measured from the GEQ. This was further confirmed in the 

interviews where the participants verbally mentioned that they thought the light effects 

provided a tactical advantage. The participants perceived an increase in their 

performance because of the lights. They enjoyed the Directional Sound Effect and Kill 

Confirmed Effect the most, because they felt they could more easily identify enemy 

locations and they could more easily know when an enemy was dead, respectively.  
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In conclusion, this thesis project has shown that there is potential in using external 

lighting to assist competitive players in first-person shooter games and that players 

perceive an improvement in their play when assisted by external lighting. However, as the 

statistical analysis of the players’ objective performance was insignificant (and 

inconclusive), future research is required in order to fully determine whether external 

lighting effects can be used to increase players’ objective performance in first-person 

shooter games. 
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Appendix I - Discarded Vocabulary Terms 
This appendix contains properties of sound and their connection to the lighting domain that 

were not directly applicable to this thesis project either because of the choice of game, that they 

were never utilized, were not a general concept or other circumstances. 

 

Internal Sound 
Sound that corresponds to physiological or physical interiors of a character. E.g. the 

sound of heartbeats (objective-internal) or mental voices, memories etc 

(subjective-internal). Lighting applications could for example be blinking red lights in 

synchrony with the character’s heartbeats. 

 

Point of audition 
The point of audition can either have a  subjective or spatial designation. A subjective 

designation shows what a character hears and a spatial designation shows what the 

audio-viewer hears. This could determine which direction a sound comes. It can also 

highlight the fact that a character has heard something specific, maybe even something 

that the audio-viewer would not have noticed otherwise. For example Spider-Man hears 

sounds due to his spider senses which the audio-viewer only notices because Spider-Man 

does. 

 

In film, we often have an imagined location inside the film world, roughly where we would 

imagine that the current shots’ viewing point is at (location of the camera). In games, this 

varies between genres. For example, in a first-person game, the screen in essence is both 

the character’s and the camera’s location. This synchronizes both the point of audition, 

and the point from which light effects should be considered. In every other case, however, 

we can speak about spatial and subjective designation. Are we hearing sound/seeing light 

from the focused character’s point of view, or are we seeing it from our viewing “window” 

that is the screen. 

 

Faster-than-the-eye 
Sound can be used to make audio-viewers “see” things that actually did not happen in the 

image, but is in fact seen by viewers thanks to a convincing sound effect. Chion gives the 
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example of the movie The Empire Strikes Back, where a shot of a closed door followed by a 

shot of an open door (it actually never moves) is spotted by a “schhwp”-effect, leading 

audio-viewers to believe they saw the door opening when it did not. 

 

Unification 
Unifying or binding the flow of images. (1) unifies by bridging visual breaks. (2) brings 

unity by establishing atmosphere. (3) By nondiegetic music as it is independent on the 

events on-screen. Light effects could be used similarly to for example bridge shots, or in 

games to go between cutscenes and active gameplay. 

 

Spatial Magnetization 
The image makes us believe that the location of a sound comes from a specific location 

(on screen). The literal direction the sound should be “coming from” is not considered, 

therefore the image magnetizes the source. In this thesis project, the light effects were 

directional to a large extent, however perhaps the Kill Confirmed effect could be 

considered to spatially magnetize to the eliminated enemy, as it is not directional by 

nature but still correlates with an audiovisual event which has an actual position. 

 

Mickey-mousing 
Mickey-mousing refers to the act of closely mimicking onscreen movement to sound. For 

example, imagine a character going up a staircase accompanied by a piano playing an 

upward scale. In essence, it is a case of synchrony with the visual on-screen action in a 

playful manner. Mickey-mousing is most common in older cartoon shows. 

 

Using lighting, we can also imitate movement in a mickey-mousing fashion. Using the 

same example (a character ascending a staircase) we may for example increase the 

brightness of the lights to imitate the ascension. Additionally, by turning lights on and off 

(synch points) in a flashing manner the character’s can be imitated. The similarity to the 

musical equivalent - the piano, becomes striking. We have both the separated notes that 

compares to the separated flashes of light, as well as the ascending musical scale in 

comparison with the increments of brightness. 
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Appendix II - User 1 Transcription Pilot Part 1 
00:17 ooh 

00:28 come on 

00:31 okay 

00:33 I hear some bouncing on the walls 

00:39 and I think the light is also telling me that there is an enemy nearby 

00:56 okay 

01:00 one more enemy, yep 

01:07 A little short blink... blinks everywhere right now.. lots of enemies I think.. I hear 

them shooting as well, but... it's so dark! 

01:29 oh wait, behind me I think. Oh, in front of me. 

01:40 I would say there's an enemy behind me because of the lights in the back.. but.. 

01:42 OH! There IS an enemy behind me! It was there all the time I think. 

02:07 Yeah, come on! 

02:28 Yeah, yeah yeah yeah. This is because of the lights. Because I saw that one blinking 

(after reacting to lights and killing an enemy) 

02:55 okay... 

03:08 [ineligible] 

03:26 okay, more enemies to the left I think. and to the right. VERY CLOSE. Yeah. There 

you go. 

03:46 eeeeh, this doesn't look safe. 

03:59 I like it when they turn green all. It's like some kind of victory element and they all 

turn green 

04:14 let me go through here.. No 

04:29 how the hell should I know (a code for a locker in the game) 

04:44 Oh cool, I completed something. 

05:16 Good Job, thank you (to a guy in the game) 

05:41 okay, now I'm quite stuck I think because.. oh nei.. no no no 

05:58 I'm the last guy yes who are (???) 

06:06 I should find some health before I continue 

06:16 Only body parts 

06:36 Come on.. I want to find more enemies 
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06:45 There we go, holy shit! 

06:51 Yep, there is somebody here. I would say.. No, false alarm. 

07:53 [Talking about User going the wrong way so he can continue until 08:30] 

08:48 Yep, another one 

08:57 Oh I can hear something but I dont... oh.. where are you! 

09:14 Sounds and light. Nice. 

09:23 ooooh, in the back in the back in the back. yeah! 

09:31 thank you 

09:36 Headshot, yeah. 

09:43 Cool! 

09:45 Arcade machines, or something like that 

09:51 Anyway the guy is telling me something, we are running out of something (time?) 

10:02 Yeah this is the toilet, not very helpful at all. Whatever, nothing here 

10:16 Fuck fuck fuck 

10:20 I can't see you. yeah there. 

10:26 Normally there is always a second guy but not this time? 

10:34 what 

10:36 hahahaha! 

10:39 He did shoot his own species, why are you so small! 

10:54 It's helping me! Oh, it's an ally. Ooooh, of c.. cool! Oh, this is great. Oh, you missed 

one, friend. Oooh, cool. ah, he's doing all the work.  

11:31 Fucking boomer [?], get out 

11:42 Give me some health 

11:48 Well the lights are going like crazy. Oh there is my blue friend [light effects are blue]. 

Show me the way! 

12:13 So blue [light] is friendly. And red is unfriendly. 

12:30 This guy is very good. I want to keep him! Oooh, what is he doing.. is that 

explodable? No.... [...] Fuck. 

12:59 I really want some health, but I'm not going to find it here.. 

13:07 Oh it's so dark again. 

13:13 hahahaha ooooh. 

13:16 haha, it showed me that there's an enemy but I really can't see anything.. okay just 

go and fight it like a man 
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13:28 or it is... 

13:31 oh no wait, there's nothing. It is a dead end, right? [scientist replies that they never 

went there and is not sure] 

13:41 Yeah there is something waiting there for me but.. or maybe.. 

13:51 Lol, it almost looks like it's blood but isn't 

13:59 Or may.. or wait. Aha! ohohoho, there you go. okay now I want my gun back. 

14:18 Yeah this is all nice and everything but it's not the way I should go 

14:27 where's my robot friend? 

15:09 Oh wait I have of course to select my destination. [Session ended after elevator] 
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Appendix III - User Transcriptions Pilot Part 2 
 

Participant 1 

[Started recording slightly late] 

00:03 Uhm, also.. Sometimes when the enemy was sort of in a slight angle in front of me, 

for example the left would light up. But that would make me feel like as if he was further 

to the left [than the enemy actually was]. It's not as nuanced as you would like. 

00:27 (Do you think that would change depending on the physical position of the light in 

the room?) 

00:34 Could, the rear ones are really helpful in terms of like a binary signal like hey there's 

something going on look at this. But if you're already looking to the front, those are kind 

of throwing you off. 

00:52 (Do you think it's possible to learn?) 

00:56 Could be, depends on what you're talking about? The directional part? 

01:00 (Yes) 

01:03 Yeah I think so. If you would play with fixed position always, you would sort of know 

what the angles mean. But, wouldn't it be possible to set a distance from each other then 

automatically calculate at what angle the should light up? 

01:33 (Depends what you mean.) 

01:34 Because you're assuming a perfect quadrant in your code, right? When you're 

calculating direction? Suppose you would enter "These lights are that far to the front and 

that far apart" and "These ones are closer".. 

02:02 (Okay I understand what you mean now. Uhm, yeah. That's possible. Uhm) 

02:14 Cause then you wouldn't have to learn, if the system looks how your room looks 

(setup looks). 

02:21 (Or in any way, the same physical positioning as they are digitally positioned) 

02:29 Yeah 

02:32 (Okay) 

02:35 (So, per effect. There are basically these three functional lighting effects right now. 

Which are the sound is mimicked when an enemy makes a sound from a direction, and 
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there is the direction which you take direction from, and there is the green effect when 

you kill an enemy. Do you have a favorite?) 

03:11 Damage definitely, it's the clearest. Damage is the clearest. It's also very in your face 

when they are close up. Then I would say the green one, the killing one, because it just 

gives me information. But I think that the sounds is not always as helpful. 

03:39 (Do you know why?) 

03:41 No. That's the thing. It's like... It's the one I know that it tells me something and 

because I know what you did I think I sort of know what it's supposed to tell me. It's just 

not intuitively instantly clear to me what it should tell me in that situation. 

04:03 (Yeah, that doesn't have to mean anything. It can mean something isn't done right 

or that you need to train more. Is there any effect you miss, apart from the implemented 

ones?) 

04:28 The yellow ones - are those just sounds? So all sorts of footsteps, and firing etc? 

04:38 (Yeah, if an enemy makes a sound which is either from their weapon, movement or 

chatter.. it's all directional and the argument for it is that it's almost equally important to 

you. Maybe the weapons would be slightly more important. It's all about their position.) 

05:23 That's the thing that if it shows a yellow directional thing in the corner then I know 

there's an enemy over that and it's probably heading towards me, what I don't know is 

how immediate that threat is - like, is it somewhere over there just walking or is it around 

the corner just ready to shoot or already shooting. 

05:47 (Yes, but, I can't really program a wall hack, so to speak. I cannot.. If I show too 

much information maybe it's going a bit too much towards cheating.) 

06:04 But, I mean you could alter the severity. I mean the gun sounds are much louder 

and more sharp noises than footsteps or growling.  

06:15 (Yes, they are. So, there are two ways which are either I scale the scale the sound by 

the distance from you, or the strength of the sound it makes. So for example a footstep 

for example would be weaker at the same distance as a gunshot.) 

07:08 I think that would be good. Cause it requires your immediate attention that you're 

being shot at.  

07:21 (And you would argue that that is.. So, for example when an enemy hits you, then 

you get the damage right, from which direction you are being shot from. But in your 

opinion, do you think that also having a sort of "danger level system" that prioritizes or 

gives stronger feedback from for example gunshots than footsteps could work?) 
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07:57 Yeah, I think so. Because if you're walking alone in a corridor especially in this game, 

and you suddenly hear gunshots there's only one answer to that which is they're shooting 

at you and you need to turn around right now, except maybe scripted events.  

08:18 (Unless they're shooting at one of your allies, but yes, in the majority of cases.) 

08:28 Also, how wide is the range in which the lightstrip lights up if they're in front of me? 

08:38 (Minus 22.5 to 22.5, so it's only when they're right in front of you. If the lightstrip 

lights up you should also be able to see the enemy unless it's behind something.) 

08:46 Yeah, that was gonna be my second point, because if you already see them, why do 

you have an extra feedback distracting you from the screen which you're already looking 

at? 

08:55 (Because they can be behind something.) 

08:57 Oh, yeah, yeah okay. Yeah. 

09:12 Cause if I'm already shooting at them and it lights up, it's like, wait am I missing 

something here? You're giving me information that I thought I already have.  

09:20 (Yes, but with that argument you should also mute every enemy audially which is in 

front of you, which is a bit weird. But it is a filtering that maybe could be done, but again, 

maybe would be a bit more towards the cheating issue again. Like, if the player is aiming 

straight at the enemy perhaps you wouldn't need the light effects but then you should 

also disable the sound.) 

09:56 Yeah, and there's no in-between way to do that, I mean, suppose if you're just 

aiming around the enemy it would only switch off if you're aiming at him, so it would 

switch on and off all the time and wouldn't work. 

10:17 (So, I have been considering implementing a couple of, let's call them elements of 

the visual setting, so for example an exploding barrel, when a barrel explodes I've been 

thinking of giving the position for that. Some of these things have in my opinion a much 

more subtle potential to improve your performance, but do you think that's a good idea?) 

10:48 Like environmental things..? 

10:49 Yeah, like a door opening or barrel exploding or.. 

10:54 I think, grenade had an effect right, I tried that. 

10:56 (Yes, it explodes, same when you get the bazooka later in the game) 

11:01 So, would you do a similar effect to the grenade? when a barrel explodes 

11:06 (Similar probably, yes, probably with the same kind of effect.) 
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11:10 Cause I quite liked that one, it didn't tell me much I mean I know the grenade was 

going to explode. 

11:17 Well, perhaps it could tell you if it actually landed where you wanted it to go. 

11:24 Yeah, okay, if I throw it over there and that lights up, it must have bounced off. Yeah 

okay, in that sense. It was nice, if like, functunally and if not functionally just immersively 

to see that your grenade actually creates a lot of stimulus. 

11:53 (Would you want a different colored effect if you kill an enemy with one of these, 

let's say, nondirect methods. So now they're green, do you think it still should be the 

same color?) 

12:23 I think green would be fine. It's like in multiplayer games, even if you throw a 

grenade you still get the tag on the screen that you killed this player. 

12:33 (Uhm, if you would make an estimation of how long you would think you have to 

play with this system to feel that you understand or can react, like, let's say more 

professionally or competitively to the information you get from the lights. Is it like, a one 

hour ordeal or is it ten hours?) 

13:03 To the point where it actually increases my performance beyond what it was 

without the lights? 

13:10 (No, but like, maybe it already does, that's not the point. To the point where you 

would think that you have reached the maximum potential of how much they can 

improve your performance. Let's say 90%) 

13:39 I think it would take quite a while, like to instinctively react to them. Like 

unconsciously already be aware of what they're telling you. You don't need to actively say 

okay these lights are flashing there must be something there, maybe I should investigate. 

But they light up and you turn. That would take a while I think.  

14:07 (Do you think the learning curve would be faster for users if they got a tutorial of 

the game, like a short one, maybe given by me or I record a video or something in the 

beginning so that the user can pay less attention to for example learning the controllers 

and understanding the in-game events and you know faster be able to focus on the 

lights?) 

14:38 I think so, yeah, I think a visual tutorial would work. Like you show a couple of 

seconds of gameplay with voice-over, you see the lights lighting up or uh, you killed ones, 

the green ones light up.  

14:57 (Yeah) 
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15:02 (That perhaps could undermine or be a problem as you don't see if the effects are 

intuitive, but on the other hand if  

 

Participant 2  
00:09 (Do you have any general feedback?) 

00:15 I thought it was helpful, when you see no lights you can walk freely because you 

know there is nobody there 

00:20 (So it's like, you feel safe when there's no lights) 

00:29 Yeah, you can just walk around and when there is someone you completely know, 

and which direction 

00:48 (Did you find yourself a lot to spot the direction of the enemy) 

00:56 Yes 

01:22 (Do you think you could get better at using the system if you could train more with 

it?) 

02:25 I think I could be faster. Now when I saw the light I was just looking in that direction 

but very slowly. 

02:33 (It's not like a subconcious thing, it takes some time for your brain to process it?) 

02:42 Yeah! 

02:45 (If you would try to make an estimation, how long do you think you would have to 

train with the system to learn it properly?) [I proceed to further explain the question] 

03:48 An afternoon, if you play full time. [I ask why so fast, e.g. controller and fine motor 

skills can take a very long time] 

04:19 I think it takes me a week to learn the controller, but the lights are much easier 

04:31 (How would you compare sounds and lights in that case? How long would it take to 

learn the sounds?) 

04:44 I think sounds take more time. Controller takes most time, then sound, then lights. 

05:09 So there were three functional light effect [I proceed to explain the effects] 

06:11 (Did you feel like you understood that all four red lights turned on when an enemy 

was close to you and damaged you?) 

06:19 Yes 

06:23 (Then I would like you to tell me if there was any of the effects you liked more in 

terms of how helpful it was.) 

06:32 I think the position was the most helpful 
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06:34 (So the damage one or...?) 

06:37 No, where the enemies are. 

06:44 (So the yellow light position was the most important, and then?) 

06:55 Hmm, I think killing enemies. 

06:58 Okay, why? 

07:00 Cause then you know you can stop shooting. 

07:07 (So third then damage?) 

07:09 Yes, but it's a close call. 

07:09 (You still think the damage was important?) 

07:11 Yes. 

07:15 (Did you understand that the lights were stronger vs weaker depending on how 

close something was to you?) 

07:25 Not really. Or, not that specific. I saw it but I didn't use it like that [Didn't understand 

it?] 

07:40 (It's possible that you do these things subconsciously but that you don't experience 

it) 

08:02 Yeah I saw it with the lights but didn’t use it like that. 

08:10 (Was the small initial tutorial helpful, that I told you slightly about what the effects 

did?) 

08:18 Yes, but I already knew it because you told be before about it. 

08:25 (Let's say you didn't, do you think it would've been helpful?) 

08:36 And for you as an inexperienced player, was it helpful that I told you about the 

controller? 

08:39 Yes, very helpful. More helpful than telling me about the lights I think. 

08:59 (We're gonna talk about the light and the sound and how they work together, so the 

first thing I would like to ask you is generally, do you think the light affected how much 

you focused on the sound?) 

09:23 I think I focused more on the lights than the sound. 

09:30 (Do you think that if the lights weren’t there, you would have focused more on the 

sounds?) 

09:35 Yes.  

09:38 (Do you think that the combination of lights and sound is stronger than either of 

them by their own?)  
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09:49 I think so yes, if you play a long time you also get used to the sound. 

09:57 (If you had to choose one and wanted to play as well as possible, which would you 

choose?) 

10:03 Lights. 

10:08(Does that include that you get voice information in text instead?) [I further explain 

the question] 

10:24 I was too busy with trying to walk, I didn't really pay that much attention to what 

they say. 

10:38 (So if you only had the lights, does that include that you also get this voice 

information in text, because sometimes it would be hard to continue without the 

information) 

10:59 Yeah, because you need that information but I don't need all the "SHSHSHSH" 

sounds. It can be text on the screen.  

11:36 (Did you feel that the lights were synchronized with the sounds?) 

11:45 It's hard to say because I already knew it, but I think so. 

11:48 (Yes, but do you think that you actually felt that they were synchronized?) 

11:58 I think so.  

12:05 (Great, I think that's it, do you have any final comments?) 

12:07 Not really.  

13:40 (Okay, thank you!) 

 

Participant 3 
00:09 (Do you have any general feedback?) 

00:19 You're gonna have to go on, no I've got no feedback until you ask me some 

questions and prompt something. 

00:33 (Please try to tell me what the different light effects were, and what they did. So I 

want you to specify the light effects, tell me what you noticed, and explain them to me.) 

00:49 Puuhhh, I honestly didn't notice anything. What as, in-game? I have no idea, I was so 

wrapped up. Uhh.. Literally didn't notice anything.) 

01:14 (Okay, let's see. The effects coming from the hue lights. From the lamps.) 

01:22 Yeah, barely didn't notice anything. 

01:24 (You barely noticed them?) 

01:26 Yeah 
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01:28 (Okay, why do you think you barely noticed them?) 

01:31 Uhh, probably because I was put under a lot of pressure in the game I guess. Uh, 

Yeah I was very absorbed by the game. 

01:44 (And you didn't, uh, in any moment, try to uhm, I don't know, use the lights to help 

you?) 

01:55 No I didn't. 

01:57 (Okay.) 

01:59 (Uhm, all right. So, do you think you used the sound to help you?) 

02:17 I use the sound, yeah, obviously if I heard like footsteps or something, or like the 

sound of the zombie things, yeah sure.  

02:27 (All right. so, I'm going to explain the light effects to you and we'll see if you 

understand any of it in retrospect. [I proceed to explain the light effects, directional 

sound, kill confirmed and directional damage]) 

03:11 Aaah.. okay. Yeah see, I didn't know any of that. I probably would if I gave it another 

go I would have been able to use that. See you're saying all these and it's like, yeah, it was 

green when I killed someone. I can see but it was, yeah.. 

03:47 (So, retrospectively, you sort of see in hindsight that they were there?) 

03:55 Yeah, no, when I think about it in the back of my head I guess I can probably 

describe it a little bit like a.. uhm, like when you're watching a movie and there's some 

good background music going on, and you know like, good background music shouldn't 

distract from whatever it is you're watching, you almost shouldn't notice it. And, yeah, the 

fact that I'm thinking about it retrospectively and I'm kind of remembering that actually 

yeah, i was kinda going green and that sort of thing. But yeah, during the game almost no 

noticing whatsoever. 

04:46(Do you think that it's possible that you subconsciously used the lights to your 

advantage?) 

04:55 Well I didn't actually realize that the direction was pointing towards where the 

enemy was for a start, so I couldn't have subconsciously done that anyway. Uhm, becaues 

I didn't realize it at all. And that would be extremely useful, if I had known beforehand, but 

it's not self-explanatory. Especially when you're being chased, you know you don't think 

about you know, things, outside the screen while you've got an alien chasing after you, it's 

uh, or a zombie. 
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05:39 (Would you say you could get better, or well in your case I guess do you think you 

could learn the system had you, I don't know, had you known anything about it in 

advance? 

05:49 Yeah no I reckon I could, I reckon, well obviously am not used to a first-person 

shooter by any stretch, uh, generally stay away from them, closest thing I get to them is 

something like Sniper games with a mouse and a keyboard, uhm, I can imagine myself 

one becoming quite dependent on them which would show that they worked for a start. 

Uhm, and yeah, I could imagine that they improve my gameplay. I think they best way 

they'd improve my gameplay is if I played without them first, got used to kind of the 

controls, and then said "here, now have the perk", rather than relying on the perk, if you 

know what I mean, it depends like, you know, how.. I guess.. It would be quite, I'm really 

curious to see what you find. 

07:02 (So you would say that for you, this time, when you barely noticed them.....) 

07:13 Yeah, I'm also someone who gets really absorbed into things as well. 

07:16 (So you would say, uh, or would you say, sorry, that the light effects didn't affect 

your focus on the screen?) 

07:31 Okay, I'm probably a really bad person to ask to be honest when it comes to things 

going on outside the screen. I'm probably a bad person to test, generally. For a start, 

purely because if I'm television or anything like that and someone else is talking, I, even if 

they're like saying my name I can completely log out and not notice they're talking at all. I 

can very easily get absorbed into things and forget what's going on around me. Uhm... So 

yeah, I don't know. A good thing to do in a game like Doom, because you're practically in a 

maze, right, and a lot of the rooms look very similar, especially if you're not used to that 

sort of game. Having lights which actually hint which direction you should be going in, 

would actually be hugely beneficial unless the crux of the game is actually to find you way 

out without any sort of guidance whatsoever. But some sort of directional way, in order to 

actually say through this door is an ultimate goal, whether you need to go through it now 

or later, but you need to figure out how to go in that direction, would be quite a good 

mod for your lights especially for a game like Doom 3. 

09:22 (Wouldn't you consider that cheating?) 

09:25 Why? 

09:29 Okay, I'm a beginner at the game, my biggest problem is the enemies, you know, I 

was on like two health, for like a part of it, and like four health for like other parts. My 
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biggest problem is the enemies which is partly why I guess I was noticing more on the fact 

that I was being chased rather than were I was going, you know once I killed an enemy I 

was like, crap, where am I? You know I'm kind of like move around the enemy and then 

suddenly I realise aaaah where am I going I've lost which way I came from.  

10:10 (So, there was one previous user who is much more inexperienced than you, and 

they thought that the lights were extremely helpful.) 

10:25 Did they know beforehand about what they did? 

10:30 (Uh, they knew, well I don't want to say too much, but let's say they had a small 

tutorial, similar to what I gave you for the controls, but also for the lights.) 

10:49 I would've really appreciated a tutorial, that would've been good. 

10:54 (Do you think that your opinion of the lights effects, if I gave you the tutorial, mainly 

would be because I gave you the tutorial, so it's sort of self-fulfilling that you would say 

"yeah it helped me" because I gave you the tutorial, or do you think you would actually 

just have been able to use the system better?) 

11:25 I think a little bit like a minimap when you can see an enemy on a minimap kind of 

thing or a map or whatever your technical term is that you always refer to. Uh, I think it 

would 100% be useful, of course, like, knowing where the enemy is, that's like, point blank 

yeah useful absolutely. To know there's a guy hidden in that corner, yeah, really useful. I 

dunno, I'd be really curious to try now that I know the directionality of the lights to see 

what kind of goes on. I mean, thinking back to it, I'd be really curious to try again.  

12:35 (I think that's it, unless you have something more?) 

12:38 Yeah, cause I mean, like the lights you're using are both kind of something to set 

the mood, you know such as when you're being shot at, and also as a tool, like when they 

go red to show you're losing health, it's like an extra bit of.. it's not a tool it's something 

that is kind of already happening it kind of increases whatever is happening in the game, 

as you're dying or whatever. 

13:16 (Isn't it really important to know that you're being damaged?) 

13:20 Yeah, but.. Does the screen go red when you die? 

13:28 (When you die, yeah...) 

13:30 As in when like, no, when you like take damage? 

13:33 (The screen goes red, but uh, and you also have a small indication of which 

direction you're being hit from. For example it goes more bloody when an enemy is right 

on top of you.) 
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13:56 (None of the light effects are exclusive in their information. All of the implemented 

light effects also exist in some other type of modality, inside the game. For example, the 

sounds, they have a direction and they have a distance. They grow stronger as the enemy 

is closer and weaker as the enemy is further away. Similarly to how the lights grow 

stronger when they're closer and weaker when they're farther away. And this is also why 

we use the surround headset, because it would be unfair to have a surround light system 

and not a surround sound. So the intention is not to add anything that isn't already 

available to you, it's an emphasis and added value onto something which already exists.) 

14:48 So, I've got a question then, uh, when you're in the game and you've got an enemy 

which is standing still. Do the lights still go? 

14:56 (If they make a sound.) 

14:57 If they make a sound, okay, cool. Mmm.  

15:11 (And the same thing for when you kill an enemy, the lights turn green, but you also 

have information in the game that tells you that the enemy died, for example every 

enemy has a death sound. Or a couple of deaths sounds. So you know that you killed 

them. And for the damage it's the same logic as the sound one but it's the actual direction 

you're taking damage from and not just where they make a sound.) 

15:56 Yeah, I guess uhm, it depends really on uh, whether you show things like you 

know.... It's that line between how much extra you're giving which you can't really see in 

the game, like, you know, where the sound is coming from, as I said I would be really 

curious to play again now knowing that the lights show kind of.. just to see if I could you 

know, cause I mean quite often like I would be walking along and suddenly there would 

be an enemy behind me. You know, I would be looking around like "where is he" and then 

like five seconds later it would be like, oh he's like literally behind me, in that corner. You 

know when of course if you're actually there of course you'd know that he was actually 

behind you if you're being attacked from behind. 

17:19 [Interview end] 

[Importantly, after the interview was ended, the participant was asked if there were any 

additional effects he thought could be useful, and the discussion led to the implemented 

Key Item pickup as he and the previous two users had struggled with realizing how to 

open the first door]   
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Appendix IV - Interview Notes & Summary 
This appendix contains, per participant, the combination of notes made during interviews and 

additional post-interview analysis and clarification. 

 

U5ZNL 

1) Lights were an innovative experience. It took time to get used to but liked it. The 

light when you get an item reminds you that you can continue. 

2) Orange: sound, red: take damage, green: kill an enemy, white: grab a thing. Thinks 

that the red stressed him out a bit. When there were a lot of enemies the orange 

and red one came together and he shot everywhere. He liked the green one very 

much “you know the enemy is dead”. Sometimes he didn’t see whether he killed an 

enemy so the green was extra confirmation. Sometimes the yellow one helped him 

because he knew that there were enemies near. He could get his weapons ready 

and knew where to look to shoot the enemy. He thought the lights were easier to 

use than the sounds, it was sort of like a map. 

3) - (forgot to ask) 

4) Stressful when many enemies nearby, made him shoot everywhere 

5) Yes, 2nd play session didn’t go as good, if had more time to practice with system 

could use it better. 

6) A few days, wouldn’t change the colors. 

7) Sound for experience, lights for performance 

8) Yes, whole package is better 

9) Discussed Super Smash but didn’t come up with any great ideas, performance 

setup is more important than experience/immersion for this participant 

U6GLN  

1) Immersive with the light, got scared before he saw monsters. Didn’t notice red 

lights and white lights. 

2) Orange: looked around - when he heard something he looked around to find 

enemy, red: Didn’t notice, white: didn’t see, but remembered how it worked green: 

saw sometimes, mostly when he killed the last enemy out of multiple enemies 

3) 1: Orange, because it immersed you into the game in the sense of you’re going to 

die or something is near you. 2: green, confirming a kill might be good with 
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zombies but maybe that’s bad (knowing a zombie is dead might not be good for 

immersion). Would be really good in CoD though 3: red Sometimes you don’t really 

notice someone behind you so might be useful 4: white never noticed 

4) Less focused second time because it was 2nd time. First time was more focused 

because more immersed from the lights, but also sometimes moved his gaze 

towards lights instead of screen but thinks he would get used to it and wouldn’t 

have to move his eyes, “becomes a reflex”. Thinks he would need a week to 

practice with it for it to become second nature, again says it could be good for 

performance in CoD. 

5) Better 2nd time, rushed more, less scary. In the first one he played carefully 

because of lights, they made him aware of his surroundings. Thinks CoD would be 

different - there are no scare element, fast reactions important to do good.  

6) Yes, even within a day it would make a difference. Especially from sounds from 

other players - footsteps and jumps. Would like same color for all effects (gunfire, 

footsteps, gunfire). “It doesn’t really matter what sound it is, or what color it is, he 

knows the enemy is there and I have to react to it”.   

7) Lights more helpful than sounds. But thinks it’s game dependent. Thinks it would 

work for Call of Duty. Wouldn’t buy it because thinks it’s cheating. But if it was 

completely OK according to rulesets, would be interesting. 

8) Sounds + Light > Light||Sound. Would really like to use it, if everyone had access. 

But, adds again that it really improves immersion as well. Agrees that lights can be 

chaotic similarly to sound, but thinks you also can learn to filter it better if you 

practice, knowing where to aim etc. 

9) Peripheral view has to get used to lights. Thinks it’s more immersive than helpful. 

But it’s attributed to DOOM and not to the implementation - if the same was 

implemented for CoD, it would be more helpful because it’s not adding a scare 

factor (CoD isn’t scary) 

U7SNL 

 

1) Felt it was more immersive with the lights. And was much easier to find the targets. 

The second round went a little bit better because he was getting used to the game. 

The lights kind of worked like a map, so you know what direction they’re coming 
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from (you can respond faster). It helps you. Better 2nd time because of a 

combination of lights and learning. 

2) Got everything correct, but didn’t notice white one - can’t remember it.  

3) Orange/Yellow (handy to know where enemies are coming from, can respond 

faster, gives a little warning).  Red (also handy to know, react to as fast as possible, 

but thought all lamps always turn on), thought the effect gave a “shock”, that it was 

frightening. Green (gives extra motivation) . White (didn’t interest him). 

4) Adds to the experience, because lights surround you. Was more focused on the 

game second round. Thinks light direction is better than sound direction.  

5) Second time was faster paced. Got more used to aiming. Didn’t die second time 

because he knew where to get health packs and because he thinks he killed the 

monsters faster. Doesn’t think lights divert attention from sounds. 

6) Yes, in Call of Duty you wouldn’t have to spend time looking at the map.  

7) Sound more helpful. Would be very annoying to play without the sounds.  

8) Yes, it would have to be. Does not think they interfere with each other. 

9) The system could help competitive gamers to the extent that they have an 

advantage over people without it. Doesn’t think it would be cheating as long as it’s 

available to everyone. Now he says that the lights would be more helpful than the 

sounds.  

10) System is 60 immersion - 40 performance (However, if it was a different game like 

CoD it would with the same implementation be more performance oriented). The 

lights behind should be a bit more forward, but also thinks he could get used to 

the lights being behind him. 

U8DLN 

1) Lights was good, gives the game “more of an experience”. Did better with lights on, 

because when he plays at home he has lights on and it’s less tiring for his eyes. 

Lights also gave him confidence because he could see where the enemies come 

from (“kind of like a radar”) - you know where to look. Felt that with lights he had a 

better direction of where enemies were.  

2) Explains everything correct, except doesn’t specify that orange lights happen from 

SOUNDS. 

3) Orange (radar, direction) > red (direction, important) > white (no reason given) > 

green (doesn’t give anything) 
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4) Lights gave more focus because there were lights and that made his eyes less 

tired. Thinks that the information from the lights is more important for his 

performance though. 

5) Was far better with lights. More confident in proceeding (when no lights) and 

better in combat. 

6) Yes, but that applies to everything. You get better at things when doing it so with 

time he’s confident he could improve with the system. Back lights didn’t help that 

much, was good for immersion but not for performance - was a bit too far back. 

Could be possible to learn but would be better if they were a bit further ahead. 

7) Light effects more helpful than sounds, because it gives a radar. The sound effects 

in doom didn’t really give (good) directions. Wouldn’t help in counter-strike, 

because you know which sound belongs where.  Maybe could help if you started 

playing when you were younger.  

8) It might be possible that the combination is better, but would need to have several 

adjustable settings, that are player-specific. In a multiplayer game would not want 

lights but maybe in a single player game it could help. 

9) Thinks that in a multiplayer game the lights would be too much to focus on. 

Current implementation is more immersion than performance (70 - 30). Generally 

thinks that he plays more on sound and thus wouldn’t be helped in a multiplayer 

game from the lights. 

U9FNL 

1) The graphics in the game are a bit old, there’s not a lot of instructions in the game 

and thus felt a bit lost sometimes. He thinks the sound didn’t tell him that much 

where the enemies were (because they werent that good), so lights helped with 

direction of enemies. No unprovoked feedback about immersion/experience. 

2) Explained effects correctly. 

3) Red because of direction > orange, great to tell where enemies are but felt it was a 

bit of cheating > green, felt a bit useless because he already knows when someone 

is dead (might help sometimes, especially when there is a lot of enemies, but not a 

lot) > white, didnt really notice (=> useless).  

4) Not much, was slightly more focused on the game without lights because of less 

stimuli. Also thinks he needs to focus less because of the lights. 
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5) Yes, second time was better because he knew a lot what to do. Second time at one 

point he reached the previous point he reached, and then the lights were even 

more helpful. Second time was better 75% because it was second playthrough, 

25% because of the lights. 

6) Thinks that with practice it would become second nature to use the light effects to 

your advantage. Would be better if back lights were slightly more to the front 

7) Sound better. 

8) Thinks so 

9) Could help in CS, because of the extra confirmation. Thinks it would help more for 

inexperienced players. Would help in Battlefield more. But also in CS when it is 

chaotic in for example a retake situation. Might also be too much lights sometimes, 

making stuff chaotic. 

10)  80-60 immersion, 20-40 performance. However, he argues that those scores are 

because he needs to practice with the system.  

U10JLN 

1) Added intensity to the game but also had a tactical advantage. System was 

responsive. Tactical advantage: was nice to see the direction where the enemies 

came from. Lights give extra confirmation 

2) Explained effects correctly. 

3) Orange, because it’s easy to locate enemies > green, faster than the ingame signal 

that an enemy died. > red, practical but you have usually already noticed the 

enemy from the orange effect > white, nice to have but didn’t really add a lot to the 

game. 

4) Light effects intensifies focus 

5) Better in second session but only because he knew where enemies were and was 

more experienced with the controller. Thinks if he had played with lights second 

he would’ve gotten even further. Was more difficult to locate enemies without 

lights, especially when he reached the previous point. Also missed lights for 

intensity/immersion. 

6) Lights are easier to use than sounds to understand locations of enemies, so yes 

(especially in battlefield). Does not think it would be cheating because it’s 

information that already exists. 

7) Light effects more helpful than sounds.  
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8) Yes, they complement each other. 

9) 80 immersion - 20 performance. Standard response to improve immersion. To 

improve performance, maybe it could show important objects in the game, like 

direction you should go, or a nearby medkit maybe. Thinks the lights in the back 

could be put forward just a little bit. Thinks a software than can control whether 

the system is more about immersion or performance should exist if it was 

released. 

U11MNL 

1) Came just as far second time, but it was because he got lost in the game. It was 

annoying that the game didn’t have an arrow that gave him the right directions. It 

influenced his mood a little when playing. Light effects improved the experience of 

playing, it enriched the “total gameplay”, because you feel more attacked with the 

red lights (“it’s more danger now”). The lights didn’t change how he played. But, if 

he was attacked from the back it helped him. It decreased the time it took for him 

to find his targets. That helped because it took him less time to find his targets. 

Not that helpful though, because most of the time the enemy is on the screen. 

Would not help in battlefield because you already get more signs where your 

target is because you can scan them. Would be less helpful but would still enrich 

the gameplay. 

2) Got red & green correct, but didn’t remember orange & white (explained the white 

wrong, thought it was for all pickups).  

3) Red: increases the excitement > green: saves ammo > orange: could be useful, 

because you can know where the enemy is > white: doesn’t really understand the 

usefulness [He thought the red and green were the most potent effects, which is 

wrong, because orange happens all the time.] 

4) Was a bit surprising in the start and maybe looked a bit at it instead of the screen, 

but after a while he got focus back and the lights were more an enrichment. 

5) A bit better second time, didnt get as far but was because he got lost. He got used 

to the controls, and got better at aiming and killing. Lights helped very very little. 

6) No. Wouldn’t be better by using the system. Uses battlefield to describe certain 

scenarios where the lights would not help him because he has other sources of 

information. However, he proceeds to explain a scenario where sound helps him 
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which is different from these scenarios. Then I asked him whether the lights could 

help him in this scenario, and he says yes maybe in that scenario. [ ] 

7) Lights if he paid more attention to the orange light effects. 

8) Combination of both best 

9) 60 immersion - 40 performance (nothing special mentioned to change either. Does 

not think that the lights can be more about performance than they already are. 

Maybe could add one lamp in the ceiling.) 

10) Does not consider the system cheating 

U12JLN 

1) Had fun, was satisfying. Green lights were very satisfying, and sometimes it helped 

with knowing when an enemy was really dead. Felt like the red melee range 

flashes gave too much flashes and was annoyed by it. Doesn’t feel the same with 

sound, but because he is used to sound. Probably can get used to the red effect if 

he can practice more. 

2) Everything correct, except for red. Missed the directional function of the red effect. 

Started talking on his own about how the yellow effect helped him register enemy 

locations which positively affects his gameplay. Thinks that yellow lights were 

helpful, but sometimes he saw an enemy in the lights and looked a bit too much 

for it. 

3) Green > white > yellow > red. Thinks the yellow light would be most helpful in 

fast-paced shooters such as unreal tournament. 

4) Lights were distracting at first but then got used to it. 

5) Thinks that the lights helped but was better second time because of learning. 

However, he thinks that he would have had better accuracy in a “clean” 

playthrough without lights because sometimes the lights got a bit distracting in 

combat. If he had practiced with the system before and then played the segment 

with or without the lights, he thinks he would have done better with the lights. 

6) Yes. Sometimes in games it’s hard to spot where to look. I introduce visual 

crowding to him, and he thinks the lights can help with visual crowding. He also 

adds that you could not use the light effects on-screen, they work because they are 

lights. 

7) Light effects more helpful than sounds, because sounds are cluttered. The lights 

were very concise.  
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8) Yes, but would rather have just sound than just lights (for the whole game 

experience I think). 

9) 70 performance - 30 immersion. (70 immersion - 30 performance for sound). 

Thinks lights are already very good for performance, maybe game specific stuff like 

more colors for more things. For immersion, doesn’t know (but agrees with my 

suggestions, however he thinks those lights would decrease performance because 

it’s useless for information). He would play with max performance setting on lights. 

10) (Final remarks) Thinks that the red light effect made him play worse because he 

felt panicked instead of calm during combat. Perhaps reducing the intensity of the 

red light and maybe remove the all four lights during melee and replace it with 

direction no matter how far away they are could make it more helpful instead of 

panicking.  

U13JNL 

1) The back right light felt a bit like it was slightly out of his sight.  

2) Got green and red right. Didn’t remember color of key item pickup. Forgot about 

yellow light. However, when I mentioned it to him, he said he used it the most. 

3) Yellow, because it gives you the direction of enemies > Green > Red (was actually 

distracting) > White  

4) Was distracted with the back-right light. Was distracted when taking damage from 

the enemies, because he started looking at the lights instead of the game. Thinks 

he can get better at that with practice. All lights were distracting during combat 

except for the green light. He thinks the yellow lights can be really helpful in 

detecting enemy locations, even when having a surround sound system. 

5) Saw enemies earlier because of the lights, and thus played better. Lights were 

most helpful when he passed the point he reached in the previous playthrough. 

Lights make him focus, e.g. when entering a room and a lot of lights start blinking 

it makes him focus on the task ahead. 

6) Definitely, with practice it would become automatic, because now he has to 

process the information, which he thinks would not be needed after practicing. 

7) Lights, but he thinks it’s because he is more a visual person. Other people might 

use sounds more.  

8) Yes 
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9) 40 performance (increase by changing physical position of lights) - 60 immersion 

(standard response, didn’t have many ideas but liked my points).  

U14DLN 

1) Getting used to the lights had a learning curve, but after a while using the lights got 

really handy. You really have to get used to the lights flickering and blinking. He 

thinks he thought the lights became handy after maybe 7 minutes or so. Feels like 

he used the lights to his advantage. At first he thought the red lights were 

annoying, but then it made him check his health meter more often. He thinks it 

made him more aware of what was happening and maybe look more for 

medpacks and health stations. 

2) Everything correct except that he missed the directional effect of the red light 

effect. He thinks the green light effect helped him realize an enemy actually died 

when they died (“much faster”), thinks it probably would help him save 

ammunition. 

3) Yellow, because it shows the location of enemies > green, because of earlier given 

reasons > red, because of earlier given explanations > white, didn’t really help him 

(too experienced to miss these things) 

4) Was more alert because of the lights, more focused. Red Lights were distracting in 

the beginning but then got used to it. 

5) Thought the second time was in a lower difficulty level because it felt like the 

enemies died faster. Missed the lights when he heard the enemies, even though 

he heard a bit of surround effect from the headset he thinks the lights were 

helpful. He missed the lights more after reaching his previous final point. 

6) Definitely, but he thinks he already almost had automatic reactions to it. In the 

beginning he had to pay attention to it, but in the end he were almost reacting 

automatically. But maybe would get even better with more training. 

7) Sounds more helpful than Lights.  

8) Combination of them is the best. 

9) 40 immersion (standard) - 60 performance (maybe an indication of dangerous 

places like fire). He initially had it 75 immersion - 25 performance but 

misunderstood the terms. After some discussion he changed his mind. He also 

first wanted the system to only be about immersion but when I explained to him 

that this probably would remove all the effects he saw today and effects would 
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focus on more immersion, he changed his mind and wanted to keep the helpful 

effects. 

U15MNL 

1) Noticed the lights in the front, but not the ones in the back because was focused 

on the screen. Green lights were useful, because you can stop shooting - to save 

ammunition. Orange lights was helpful to let him know an enemy was nearby, but 

didn’t feel he was trained enough with the system to use it correctly. Does not 

think current setup is cheating because the information already exists in the game 

(e.g. directional sound). 

2) Everything correctly explained. 

3) Green lights most useful, because you can stop shooting > Yellow close second 

because it can help you conserve health and identify threats. Thinks that if he was 

more trained the yellow lights would be more helpful. > Red, useful to know from 

where you are being damaged. > White, least useful because the screen indicates it 

already 

4) Sometimes took focus off the screen to try to figure out where the lights were 

blinking to figure out where enemies were. Thinks this effect would be smaller if he 

had more training. 

5) Did better second time, because he learned more things about the game. Lights 

helped also, a little bit. Lights were more helpful after passing previous point. 

6) Yes, thinks so. Perhaps, more lights (two extra to the sides) that improve the 

resolution of lights so that if something is straight to the left not two to the left 

turn on, but just one in the middle. 

7) Lights (but is unsure) 

8) Yes 

9) 80 performance (more lights and more information, maybe pickups for other 

things or showing you the way, but considers the latter to maybe be cheating) - 20 

immersion (standard) 

U16MLN 

1) Thought the game was sort of impressive first time because of the lights, but 

noticed the game was sort of old second time. Really missed the lights second 

time, because you could see the approximate direction with the lights. Lights were 

helpful in close quarters with a lot of obstacles, you hear the enemies but with the 
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lights you can really use them to identify approximate directions. The sounds also 

help but with the lights it goes faster and felt more natural to use. Missed the 

lights more after the previous reached point because at that point he couldn’t 

remember where enemies were (because he hadn’t been there before) 

2) Explained correctly 

3) Yellow  > red > green > white 

4) Really focused first time, second time was a bit more boring and less immersive. 

5) 2nd time was better because he didn’t have time to practice with lights during first 

time, he’s used to playing without lights from 20 years being a gamer. Thinks 

however that if he played first without lights then with he would have performed 

even better 

6) Yes, needs less than an hour to learn the system perfectly 

7) Lights better for both helpfulness and experience. 

8) Definitely 

9) 70 immersion (standard response - outside colors, explosions, guns etc) - 30 

performance. Would place a slider more towards immersion but keep some 

performance aspects, but it would be game dependent. 

U17UNL 

1) Green was good for knowing when an enemy died, for ammo conservation. Red 

light was immersive, improved experience. Didn’t notice the back lights. 

2) Didn’t notice direction of lights at all. Explained effets correctly. 

3) Green (previously explained) > white (useful with extra info that gave information 

about pickups, sometimes misses something otherwise) > red (for immersion) > 

yellow. Doesn’t think directional yellow effects make sense. Thinks that the sound 

does that already. References to real life, thinks that in real life you don’t see a light 

if someone makes a sound. [I had a hard time understanding his arguments] 

However, he liked the green effect (which would not happen in real life). When I 

questioned him about it he said that the green effect is about information. When I 

questioned him about that, he said that the enemies didn’t have sounds when they 

die (which they do).  

4) Made him focus less on the sound.  
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5) Better second time because of learning, but said he didn’t care about the health 

even though it was a criteria. Thinks he conserved ammo better second time 

(partly because of lights) 

6) Definitely, maybe he could use the directionality of the lights more to his 

advantage. 

7) Sound effects. Does not think lights would help in counter-strike.  

8) Yes for immersion, but not really or just a little bit for performance (actually now 

says that maybe green lights could help a little bit in counter-strike) 

9) 60 immersion (standard response - colors that match surroundings etc) - 40 

performance (maybe some notifications about clips, medkits etc. Also maybe move 

the backlights slightly but also thinks he could get used to their positioning). Finally 

adds that he thinks the system would be very good for deaf/hearing impaired 

people. 

U18DLN 

1) Thought light effects were cool. Felt like he knew where the enemies were because 

of the lights. It was also more fun with the lights than without - because he more 

easily could take them out. Lights were “very helpful”. 

2) Correct Explanation except he thought both hue lights in front would turn on when 

an enemy was dead ahead. 

3) Yellow (because he could locate enemies more easily) > Red (because you knew 

when you were hit, especially from the back, so you can turn around and kill them) 

> Green (ammunition conservation). Sometimes in online play, you miss audio 

cues because you are talking to someone over voip, so lights can help there> 

White, didn’t give anything  

4) More focused on the game as a whole, but maybe reduced focus on sound & 

screen. 

5) Second time was better because of learning. But thinks lighting did improve 

performance, if he had played two separate scenarios then lights would have been 

better. 

6) Yes 

7) Light better both for experience/immersion and performance 

8) Lights on their own for performance. For experience, both in combination. 
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9) 40 performance (back lights should move a bit more forward perhaps) - 60 

immersion (had no ideas of his own) 
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Appendix V - Data Tables 
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PERCEIVED PERFORMANCE LIGHTS U1C1NL U1C2NL U2J1LN

Q1 3 3

Q2 2 3

Q3 2 3

Q4 3 3

Q5 3 4

Q6 3 2

Q7 0 0

Q8 0 1

Q9 1 2

Q10 2 2

Q11 2 2

Q12 3 1

Q13 1 3

Q14 3 3

Q15 2 2

Q16 0 1

Q17 1 0

Q18 1 2

Q19 2 2

Q20 4 2

Q21 2 3

Q22 0 2

Q23 0 2

Q24 0 2

Q25 1 4

Q26 3 3

Q27 2 3

Q28 2 4

Q29 0 3

Q30 1 3

Q31 1 4

Q32 0 4

Q33 1 3

AVERAGE FOR COMPETENCE 1.8 2



U2J2LN U3D1NL U3D2NL U4R1LN U4R2LN U5Z1NL

4 3

4 2

3 3

4 4

4 4

4 3

0 0

0 0

0 0

4 3

1 3

4 3

3 3

4 4

4 3

0 0

3 3

4 3

4 3

4 4

4 2

0 0

1 0

1 0

1 3

1 3

4 3

4 4

0 2

4 3

2 3

1 1

2 3

3.8 2.6



U5Z2NL U6G1LN U6G2LN U7S1NL U7S2NL U8D1LN

2 3 3 3

2 2 3 2

2 1 3 2

3 3 2 4

3 4 3 3

1 3 3 3

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2

2 3 2 2

3 2 2 1

2 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

2 3 3 3

1 3 2 2

0 0 0 0

3 3 2 2

3 1 2 2

3 3 2 3

3 3 3 4

0 3 2 3

0 0 2 0

3 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

3 4 4 3

3 2 2 3

3 2 3 4

2 4 3 3

1 0 2 1

4 2 3 4

3 4 3 2

0 0 2 0

2 2 2 3

1.6 2.8 2.2 2.2



U8D2LN U9F1NL U9F2NL U10J1LN U10J2LN U11M1NL

2 3

3 3

2 2

2 4

3 4

2 3

0 0

0 0

0 0

3 3

1 2

1 4

2 3

3 4

3 2

0 0

2 2

1 3

2 4

2 4

3 2

1 1

0 0

0 0

3 3

2 3

2 4

3 4

1 0

2 4

3 1

0 0

0 2

2.8 2.4



U11M2NL U12J1LN U12J2LN U13J1NL U13J2NL U14D1LN

1 3 4 3

2 2 3 3

2 1 2 2

2 3 3 3

4 3 4 4

1 2 3 3

1 1 0 0

0 2 0 0

1 2 0 0

2 2 3 3

0 1 2 2

1 2 3 2

4 3 3 3

1 3 3 3

2 2 3 3

0 1 0 0

2 2 3 3

0 1 3 2

2 1 2 3

2 2 3 4

2 1 3 3

3 1 0 0

0 0 0 3

3 0 0 0

3 1 3 4

1 2 3 3

1 2 3 3

4 2 3 4

3 1 0 0

3 3 4 3

4 1 3 3

0 0 0 1

- 2 2 2

2 1.8 3 3



U14D2LN U15M1NL U15M2NL U16M1LN U16M2LN U17U1NL

3 4

3 2

3 1

4 4

4 4

3 3

0 0

0 0

2 0

2 2

1 2

2 4

4 4

3 3

3 2

0 0

3 2

1 4

3 4

3 4

2 4

1 0

2 1

0 0

4 4

4 4

2 4

4 4

1 0

3 4

4 4

2 0

1 1

2.6 2.4



U17U2NL U18D1LN U18D2LN MEAN VALUE

3 3 2.789473684
4 2 2.473684211
0 4 2
3 4 3.052631579
4 3 3.421052632
4 3 2.578947368
0 0 0.1578947368
0 0 0.1578947368
0 0 0.5263157895
4 2 2.421052632
1 2 1.578947368
0 2 2.263157895
4 2 2.842105263
4 3 2.894736842
4 2 2.368421053
1 0 0.1578947368
3 2 2.157894737
0 2 1.842105263
0 3 2.421052632
3 3 3
3 3 2.368421053
0 0 0.5789473684
0 2 0.8421052632
0 0 0.4210526316
3 2 2.789473684
1 3 2.421052632
2 3 2.631578947
3 4 3.210526316
0 1 0.8421052632
3 2 2.894736842
3 3 2.684210526
0 1 0.6315789474
0 0 1.473684211

3.6 2.2 2.357894737



STANDARD DEVIATION Mean Value excluding first 4 Std Dev excluding first 4

0.9763280055 2.857142857 0.7703288865

0.9048278567 2.571428571 0.6462061727

1.054092553 1.928571429 0.9972489632

1.025978352 3.142857143 0.7703288865

0.9612370198 3.571428571 0.513552591

1.017392608 2.642857143 0.8418973861

0.3746343246 0.2142857143 0.4258153136

0.5014598571 0.1428571429 0.5345224838

0.8411910242 0.5 0.8548504143

0.9015905374 2.5 0.6504436356

0.8377078166 1.571428571 0.755928946

1.240165995 2.285714286 1.138728807

1.014514547 3.142857143 0.6629935441

0.9941348468 2.928571429 0.7300459115

0.9551338659 2.428571429 0.755928946

0.3746343246 0.1428571429 0.3631365196

0.9581903021 2.428571429 0.513552591

1.25888654 1.785714286 1.188313053

1.169795304 2.5 1.091928428

1.054092553 3.071428571 0.7300459115

1.116070802 2.428571429 1.016349858

0.9015905374 0.6428571429 0.9287827317

1.067872126 0.9285714286 1.141138818

0.8377078166 0.3571428571 0.8418973861

1.228320776 3.142857143 0.8644378215

1.070606758 2.571428571 0.9376144619

1.065130473 2.714285714 0.9138735335

1.08417646 3.357142857 0.7449463437

1.014514547 0.7857142857 0.8925823753

1.100239208 3.142857143 0.7703288865

1.204280863 2.928571429 0.9972489632

1.065130473 0.4285714286 0.755928946

1.073334423 1.461538462 0.967417922

0.8180707586 2.471428571 0.5355494252



PERCEIVED PERFORMANCE NO LIGHTS U1C1NL U1C2NL U2J1LN

Q1 3

Q2 1

Q3 2

Q4 3

Q5 4

Q6 3

Q7 0

Q8 0

Q9 2

Q10 1

Q11 2

Q12 2

Q13 1

Q14 3

Q15 1

Q16 0

Q17 2

Q18 1

Q19 3

Q20 4

Q21 1

Q22 0

Q23 0

Q24 0

Q25 1

Q26 3

Q27 2

Q28 3

Q29 0

Q30 1

Q31 1

Q32 0

Q33 1

AVERAGE FOR COMPETENCE 1.2



U2J2LN U3D1NL U3D2NL U4R1LN U4R2LN U5Z1NL

1 4 3 2

1 2 3 1

1 3 3 2

2 4 3 3

4 4 3 4

2 4 4 2

3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 3 3 2

1 1 3 1

0 4 3 2

4 3 3 4

1 4 4 1

2 2 3 0

3 0 0 0

0 3 3 2

2 4 3 -

2 4 4 3

1 4 3 3

2 4 2 0

2 0 0 0

0 1 0 -

3 0 0 0

3 1 3 4

3 3 4 3

3 4 3 3

4 3 3 4

3 0 1 1

3 3 3 3

3 1 3 4

3 0 1 0

3 1 3 1

1 2.8 2.8 1



U5Z2NL U6G1LN U6G2LN U7S1NL U7S2NL U8D1LN

1 3

2 1

0 1

1 3

3 3

2 0

0 0

2 1

1 0

1 3

1 3

2 1

2 3

1 2

2 1

1 0

0 2

0 1

1 3

2 3

4 1

0 3

0 2

0 1

2 4

1 3

1 3

2 2

0 3

0 1

1 3

1 3

0 3

1.8 1.6



U8D2LN U9F1NL U9F2NL U10J1LN U10J2LN U11M1NL

2 3 2 1

2 1 3 1

2 3 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 3 2 3

3 2 2 1

2 0 0 2

3 0 0 0

3 0 1 1

2 2 3 1

3 1 1 1

2 0 1 2

2 3 2 4

2 2 1 2

2 2 2 1

1 0 1 0

2 3 3 1

2 1 2 0

2 1 2 2

3 2 2 1

2 2 3 1

1 2 1 1

2 0 0 0

3 2 0 0

2 3 1 1

2 3 2 2

1 0 0 1

1 2 1 4

2 1 0 1

1 2 0 1

0 2 0 4

0 0 0 0

3 1 2 1

2 2 2.8 1



U11M2NL U12J1LN U12J2LN U13J1NL U13J2NL U14D1LN

3 3

2 1

1 2

2 3

1 4

2 3

1 0

2 0

1 0

1 2

1 3

2 3

1 3

2 3

1 1

1 0

2 1

2 2

3 2

3 3

1 1

1 0

0 1

1 1

1 3

1 3

2 2

1 3

1 1

3 2

1 3

0 0

1 2

1.4 1.2



U14D2LN U15M1NL U15M2NL U16M1LN U16M2LN U17U1NL

3 3 3 3

3 1 3 4

1 3 0 1

3 3 3 2

3 4 4 4

3 2 3 4

0 1 0 0

2 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

3 2 3 4

2 3 0 1

3 2 1 0

1 2 1 3

3 3 2 4

4 3 3 4

0 0 0 1

3 3 3 3

2 1 1 3

3 4 2 0

3 3 3 3

3 0 2 2

0 1 0 2

0 3 0 1

0 1 0 0

2 3 2 2

3 4 3 3

2 0 2 1

3 4 2 3

0 1 0 0

2 2 2 1

2 3 1 3

0 3 0 0

2 3 0 1

3.2 1.8 2.8 3.4



U17U2NL U18D1LN U18D2LN MEAN VALUE

2 2.368421053
2 1.789473684
4 1.736842105
4 2.473684211
2 3
2 2.315789474
0 0.4736842105
2 0.6842105263
2 0.6315789474
2 2
3 1.631578947
1 1.631578947
2 2.315789474
2 2.210526316
2 1.894736842
2 0.5263157895
2 2
2 1.526315789
3 2.315789474
3 2.578947368
2 1.736842105
1 0.7894736842
2 0.6315789474
1 0.6842105263
2 2.105263158
3 2.578947368
2 1.684210526
2 2.473684211
1 0.8421052632
2 1.684210526
2 1.947368421
1 0.6315789474
2 1.578947368
2 1.884210526



STANDARD DEVIATION Mean Value excluding first 4 Std Dev excluding first 4

1.011628298 2.428571429 0.755928946

1.031662486 1.928571429 0.9972489632

1.147078669 1.714285714 1.138728807

0.9642741111 2.5 0.7595545253

1.154700538 3 0.9607689228

1.157230006 2.214285714 0.9749612559

0.9048278567 0.4285714286 0.755928946

1.002919714 0.9285714286 1.071611706

0.8950807733 0.6428571429 0.9287827317

1.105541597 2.214285714 0.8925823753

1.065130473 1.714285714 1.069044968

1.164785451 1.571428571 0.9376144619

1.157230006 2.357142857 1.008208072

1.134261746 2.142857143 0.8644378215

1.149624907 2 1.176696811

0.8411910242 0.5 0.6504436356

1.105541597 2.142857143 0.9492622931

1.123902974 1.461538462 0.8770580193

1.204280863 2.214285714 1.050902281

1.017392608 2.642857143 0.6333236938

1.194529441 1.714285714 1.138728807

0.9176629355 0.9285714286 0.9168747683

0.9551338659 0.8461538462 1.068188018

1.002919714 0.7142857143 0.9138735335

1.100239208 2.285714286 0.9944903162

1.017392608 2.571428571 0.8516306273

1.204280863 1.428571429 1.016349858

1.172292202 2.428571429 1.089409559

0.9581903021 0.8571428571 0.8644378215

1.056862841 1.571428571 0.9376144619

1.311220136 2.071428571 1.328057327

1.116070802 0.5714285714 1.089409559

1.070606758 1.571428571 1.016349858

0.9001624285 2 0.7805323627



U1C1NL U1C2NL U2J1LN
Objective performance WITH Light Data
Life lost 229 466
Armor lost 170 364
Rifle shots 602 796
Rifle hits 190 207
Shotgun Shots 64 101
Shotgun Hits 101 202
Pistol Shots 0 125
Pistol Hits 0 44
Total Killed enemies 42 63
Number of Deaths 0 1
Checkpoints 1st round 16 24
Checkpoints 2nd round 0 3
Checkpoints 3rd round 0 0
Checkpoints 4th round 0 0
Checkpoints 5th round 0 0
TOTAL CHECKPOINTS 16 27
Performance score 4.580762276 5.640872235
Performance score v2 40.01140455 34.63708605
Nominator 212.0930233 417.7707286
Denominator 46.30081425 74.06137052
Combat score 0.2862976423 0.2212106759
Progress Score (weighted checkpoints) 16 25.5
Rifle Accuracy 0.3156146179 0.2600502513
Combat Score v2 2.500712784 1.3583171
Performance score V3 106.1792357 102.5204242
Combat score v3 6.63620223 4.020408792
New checkpoints 1st round
New checkpoints 2nd round
New checkpoints 3rd round
New checkpoints 4th round
New checkpoints 5th round
Total New Checkpoints
Weighted New Checkpoints (progress score)
Combat Efficiency
Performance Score v4



U2J2LN U3D1NL U3D2NL U4R1LN U4R2LN U5Z1NL

330 577
241 429
748 804
290 360
113 64
286 119

15 9
5 3

85 70
1 3

16 7
15 6

0 5
0 6

0 0
31 24

8.124932508 4.395411931
68.44005014 16.5802133

774.4318182 412.6865672
95.31547707 93.89030507

0.3457418089 0.3338287543
23.5 13.16666667

0.3877005348 0.447761194
2.912342559 1.259256706
225.9465553 63.3440625
9.614747033 4.810941455



U5Z2NL U6G1LN U6G2LN U7S1NL U7S2NL U8D1LN

531 184 420 432
430 153 288 363
872 625 959 1189
265 222 366 344
127 66 84 115
252 133 163 241

7 57 0 21
2 26 0 9

84 50 67 86
3 0 0 1
9 20 25 13
8 0 0 14
6 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

31 20 25 27
4.029128766 6.561634586 8.89440391 5.131488832

17.56412813 69.20128144 108.8635597 41.55415568
433.9678899 355.2 639.2596455 497.628259
107.7076249 54.13285293 71.87211779 96.975415

0.2370075745 0.3280817293 0.3557761564 0.2565744416
17 20 25 20

0.3038990826 0.3552 0.3816475495 0.2893187553
1.033184008 3.460064072 4.354542387 2.077707784
67.78100584 192.7815468 230.7796554 124.7970556
3.987117991 9.639077341 9.231186216 6.239852778

11 25 34 18
10 0 0 21

7 0 0 0
10 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
38 25 34 39

20.83333333 25 34 28.5
0.04746569037 0.1927815468 0.1377788987 0.07255642765

83.06495814 240.9769335 313.8603313 177.8358042



U8D2LN U9F1NL U9F2NL U10J1LN U10J2LN U11M1NL

289 485
221 361
899 1231
400 492
107 84
276 146

13 44
8 12

90 90
0 3

33 9
0 5
0 11
0 9
0 0

33 34
13.9771095 5.534421897

238.30947 25.88918432
1321.468298 626.490658
94.54517744 113.1989338

0.4235487728 0.3177658505
33 17.41666667

0.4449388209 0.3996750609
7.221499092 1.486460344

580.865186 102.4514567
17.60197533 5.882380292

43 11
0 6
0 14
0 11
0 0

43 42
43 21.41666667

0.1955775037 0.06535978102
756.8849393 125.9809779



U11M2NL U12J1LN U12J2LN U13J1NL U13J2NL U14D1LN

172 323 295 317
157 220 217 235
671 603 1036 898
234 259 374 380

51 26 98 85
97 60 243 168

7 0 5 26
2 0 3 13

48 40 81 66
0 0 0 0

15 13 31 26
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

15 13 31 26
4.818516327 5.006988131 10.59603138 10.28187037

49.14647566 39.82958469 163.3570492 129.1153508
251.0879285 223.3499171 906.480695 726.1469933
52.10897119 44.60763861 85.54907608 70.62401751

0.3212344218 0.3851529331 0.341807464 0.3954565529
15 13 31 26

0.348733234 0.4295190713 0.361003861 0.4231625835
3.276431711 3.063814207 5.269582232 4.965975031
137.7711542 94.74015571 397.5792522 305.1037787
9.184743611 7.287704285 12.82513717 11.73476072

22 18 41 34
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

22 18 41 34
22 18 41 34

0.1913488252 0.1821926071 0.1583350268 0.1777994048
202.0643594 131.1786771 525.8306239 398.9818645



U14D2LN U15M1NL U15M2NL U16M1LN U16M2LN U17U1NL

262 312
222 252
640 797
201 317

90 45
165 92

3 52
0 23

49 53
0 0

20 19
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

20 19
5.753666769 6.94808945

56.03091339 70.94668123
307.78125 400.5257215

53.49306144 57.6454469
0.2876833385 0.3656889184

20 19
0.3140625 0.3977415307

2.80154567 3.734035854
139.2675339 166.1932454
6.963376697 8.747012917

26 25
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

26 25
26 25

0.1421097285 0.1650379796
181.0477941 218.6753229



U17U2NL U18D1LN U18D2LN MEAN VALUES

229 557 356.1111111
141 467 273.9444444

1050 636 836.4444444
430 245 309.7777778

93 107 84.44444444
171 190 172.5

0 44 23.77777778
0 19 9.388888889

70 73 67.05555556
0 4 0.8888888889

28 5 18.27777778
0 5 3.111111111
0 8 1.666666667
0 6 1.611111111
0 1 0.05555555556

28 25 24.72222222
10.81385776 3.23351642 6.906816837

153.5984648 10.69514754 74.09834448
802.6666667 333.7033543 535.7077452
74.22574667 103.2013792 77.19196814

0.3862092057 0.2724873388 0.3256418655
28 11.86666667 20.80277778

0.4095238095 0.3852201258 0.3697095879
5.485659458 0.9012764782 3.175689304

416.969697 44.14065533 194.4006476
14.89177489 3.719718146 8.50100655

36 5 24.92857143
0 5 3
0 10 2.214285714
0 6 1.928571429
0 1 0.07142857143

36 27 32.14285714
36 12.53333333 27.66309524

0.2127396413 0.05095504309 0.1422884361
536.1038961 46.62046743 281.3647821



STANDARD DEVIATION Mean Values, post explanation Standard Deviation, post explanation

127.5206506 343.4285714 122.9407076
103.1854255 266.2142857 102.3284144
197.2994804 864.7142857 212.1495947
87.82372422 323.5 87.99541072
27.01464139 84.14285714 28.39246147
66.86091798 171.2142857 64.59718804
31.62008958 19.92857143 20.90809297
11.94171575 8.357142857 9.043545449
16.84347394 67.64285714 17.19394859
1.367216532 0.7857142857 1.42389344

8.29461594 19 8.735427426
4.885619822 2.285714286 4.26846345
3.395498751 1.785714286 3.683196175
3.164860166 1.642857143 3.319108844

0.2357022604 0.07142857143 0.2672612419
6.332043212 24.78571429 6.565393789
2.922935121 7.255766008 3.146811842
61.50287072 83.86438905 66.1638595
287.6006565 558.9826626 304.80728
22.34025159 77.13481854 23.06023969

0.05654143498 0.3338910499 0.05579517145
6.256380403 21.16309524 6.521477268

0.05516265435 0.3745461418 0.04806642725
1.758372468 3.509412738 1.82929483
144.9208532 214.3729556 156.1691499
3.854972294 9.138272742 4.005170016
11.64516595 24.92857143 11.64516595
6.051064751 3 6.051064751
4.610666086 2.214285714 4.610666086
3.970357196 1.928571429 3.970357196

0.2672612419 0.07142857143 0.2672612419
8.160478331 32.14285714 8.160478331
8.860370279 27.66309524 8.860370279

0.05852156752 0.1422884361 0.05852156752
203.7011159 281.3647821 203.7011159



Objective performance WITHOUT Light Data U1C1NL U1C2NL U2J1LN
Life lost 295
Armor lost 219
Rifle shots 620
Rifle hits 186
Shotgun Shots 70
Shotgun Hits 110
Pistol Shots 6
Pistol Hits 5
Total Killed enemies 41
Number of Deaths 0
Checkpoints 1st round 13
Checkpoints 2nd round 0
Checkpoints 3rd round 0
Checkpoints 4th round 0
Checkpoints 5th round 0
TOTAL CHECKPOINTS 13
Performance score 3.510200028
Performance Score v2 28.79545539
Nominator 159.9
Denominator 45.55295958
Combat score 0.2700153868
Progress Score (weighted checkpoints) 13
Rifle Accuracy 0.3
Combat score v2 2.21503503

Performance score v3 44.78991597
Combat Score v3 3.445378151
New Checkpoints 1st round
New Checkpoints 2nd round
New Checkpoints 3rd round
New Checkpoints 4th round
New Checkpoints 5th round
Total New Checkpoints
Weighted New Checkpoints (progress score)
Combat efficiency
Performance Score v4



U2J2LN U3D1NL U3D2NL U4R1LN U4R2LN U5Z1NL
354 290 567 441
282 226 476 387
669 444 965 635
205 167 420 200

84 122 70 108
190 279 105 202

33 24 51 12
10 10 25 3
57 65 75 62

0 0 3 2
20 24 5 5

0 0 9 5
0 0 5 14

0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0

20 24 25 24
5.655731781 8.435645689 4.175024894 3.004182789

60.59250214 105.5920302 16.51606797 13.13726636
349.3273543 586.7567568 413.4715026 237.5853018

61.7651911 69.55682806 99.03449994 79.08483556
0.282786589 0.351485237 0.3296072285 0.2469191333

20 24 12.66666667 12.16666667
0.3064275037 0.3761261261 0.4352331606 0.3149606299

3.029625107 4.399667927 1.303900103 1.079775317

83.57113738 163.8985354 44.869398 46.86100628
4.178556869 6.829105642 3.542320895 3.851589557

5
5

20
0
0

30
14.16666667

0.06212241221
54.56418539



U5Z2NL U6G1LN U6G2LN U7S1NL U7S2NL U8D1LN
240 526
165 318
840 779
301 302

83 52
245 95

11 5
6 3

69 57
0 2

28 4
0 4
0 13
0 0
0 0

28 21
9.44272947 3.079780752

130.2376785 12.58626373
692.3 228.3414634

73.315666 74.14211654
0.3372403382 0.2980432986

28 10.33333333
0.3583333333 0.3876765083

4.65134566 1.218025523

344 44.68521789
12.28571429 4.324375925

35 4
0 4
0 13
0 0
0 0

35 21
35 10.33333333

0.1780538302 0.07586624429
430 44.68521789



U8D2LN U9F1NL U9F2NL U10J1LN U10J2LN U11M1NL
580 345 230 238
455 263 188 182

1280 622 675 751
422 283 239 304
120 100 88 37
264 241 179 72

37 0 0 21
12 0 0 12

104 67 53 47
2 0 0 0

14 25 20 17
12 0 0 0

6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

32 25 20 17
6.195544378 10.62597264 6.544680886 6.298313342

40.22461671 133.2266667 70.19094274 60.43323368
754.325 762.0980707 375.3185185 323.4300932

121.7528201 71.72031178 57.34710753 51.35185813
0.2816156536 0.4250389056 0.3272340443 0.3704890201

22 25 20 17
0.3296875 0.4549839228 0.3540740741 0.4047936085

1.828391668 5.32906667 3.509547137 3.554896099

135.0022371 302.4198693 183.5298379 157.7707772
6.136465324 12.09679477 9.176491895 9.280633951

21 35 27 24
15 0 0 0
11 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

47 35 27 24
32.16666667 35 27 24

0.05900447427 0.1805491757 0.1731413565 0.1974602968
197.3896346 423.3878171 247.7652812 222.7352148



U11M2NL U12J1LN U12J2LN U13J1NL U13J2NL U14D1LN
218 322
197 247
579 736
271 275

17 117
38 277
28 0
17 0
43 82

0 2
13 5

0 16
0 7
0 0
0 0

13 28
5.526813894 4.795616511

48.99663288 27.69552867
261.6390328 469.7916667
47.33993904 97.96272609

0.4251395303 0.3127575985
13 15.33333333

0.4680483592 0.3736413043
3.76897176 1.806230131

128.4117952 106.2276239
9.877830404 6.927888515

18 5
0 23
0 9
0 0
0 0

18 37
18 19.5

0.2297169861 0.0844864453
177.8009473 135.093826



U14D2LN U15M1NL U15M2NL U16M1LN U16M2LN U17U1NL
276 280 349 184
232 186 241 122
930 310 887 846
445 130 370 310
111 22 56 112
240 56 156 224

14 10 69 5
8 6 35 4

85 26 69 67
0 0 0 0

32 8 27 28
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

32 8 27 28
14.5352581 2.864058012 10.5458183 9.676979975

234.8751987 15.98912412 136.568726 136.4760049
1301.505376 87.22580645 777.1251409 687.4231678
89.54126355 30.45532112 73.69035945 71.0369526

0.4542268157 0.3580072515 0.3905858628 0.3456064277
32 8 27 28

0.4784946237 0.4193548387 0.4171364149 0.36643026
7.33984996 1.998640516 5.058100961 4.874143031

573.3503861 40.2890561 313.9899559 389.4748826
17.91719956 5.036132012 11.62925763 13.90981724

42 10 35 36
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

42 10 35 36
42 10 35 36

0.2107905831 0.1936973851 0.1685399656 0.2076092125
752.5223817 50.36132012 407.0240169 500.7534205



U17U2NL U18D1LN U18D2LN
427 342.3333333
395 265.6111111

1065 757.3888889
385 289.7222222
101 81.66666667
200 176.2777778

71 22.05555556
34 10.55555556
91 64.44444444

3 0.7777777778
10 16.55555556
10 3.111111111
13 3.222222222

0 0.3333333333
0 0

33 23.22222222
5.574862463 6.693734106

26.40760104 72.14119669
636.0031299 505.7537435
114.0840934 73.81860275
0.288354955 0.3386196265
19.33333333 19.26851852

0.3615023474 0.3837169175
1.365910399 3.240617944

105.0376763 178.2321838
5.432983256 8.104363105

12 22.07142857
12 4.214285714
17 5

0 0
0 0

41 31.28571429
23.66666667 25.8452381

0.0597031127 0.1486243915
128.5806037 269.4759905



122.0598937 332.5714286 120.589395
99.22575271 255.5714286 98.2827274
219.3558082 781.0714286 231.0855533
91.89932151 302.6428571 84.32228207
34.21278571 80.28571429 36.36657081
81.17025498 177.7857143 81.22540202
19.39147781 20.21428571 23.67464912
9.322253578 10 11.52922707
18.47255516 65.85714286 20.49711853

1.05718828 0.7857142857 1.121713759
9.423843352 16.85714286 9.812528435
4.984534907 3.357142857 5.429366628
4.716211091 3.785714286 5.67285807

1.45521375 0 0
0 0 0

6.818551683 24 7.43174066
3.311866169 7.050757965 3.446802522
62.16566397 77.64610605 66.44727003
305.7274217 542.4365549 320.5128837

22.4004751 75.2018122 24.99255302
0.05835617924 0.3472327739 0.06079791884

7.237791163 19.79761905 7.485649682
0.0554837182 0.3920798375 0.05046304538

1.766276602 3.384492488 1.904581205

152.1965967 205.075023 157.2472999
4.240455267 9.134512452 4.121667989
13.49596331 22.07142857 13.28657093
7.217322467 4.214285714 7.287276282
6.800263947 5 7.39022223

0 0 0
0 0 0

10.2438224 31.28571429 10.23138889
10.76161335 25.8452381 10.35841957

0.06159875878 0.1486243915 0.06447904198
210.6966393 269.4759905 206.4527204
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